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by Dave DeLong
It is now more than a week and a half since election day. In
that time political observers across the country have tried to figure
out just what the voter was saying on November 3. The election gave
no mandate to either party except possibly to stop fooling around
and get down to business. However, even though neither side can
claim a major victory several very significant changes resulted from
the election. These changes will have both immediate and long
range effects on the country 's political life.
In the East the Republicans did better by Agnew's "effete snobs"
than they did anywhere else in the country. There were ninengovernships and twelve senate seats at stake. The Republicans took five of
the state houses and one is still undecided. In the senate races, each
major party took five with one going to the Conservative party and
one to an Independent. In general, the Republicans suffered no upsets of major loses while taking several close races from the Democrats.
Here in Maine Senator Muskie took 62 percen t of the vote easily
defeating his relatively weak Republican opponent Neil Bish op.
Muskie 's victory is very significant because it establishes him as the
man to beat for the 1972 Democratic presidential nomination. Professor Johnson siad in a recen t interview that chosing Muskie for the
Democrat's election eve address was "a tacit acknowledgment of
him as the leader of the party."
The governor's race was a very different story. In a campaign
run on non-issues, Democratic incumbent Kenneth Curtis found
himself with a plurality of only 833 votes when the election was
over. His Republican opponent , James Erwin, has asked for a recount which won 't begin until November 23. Curtis' margin of victory was further complicated by the breakdown of one of the voting
machines in Augusta. The machine failed to register any votes for
Erwin which meant the loss of up to 161 votes for the latter.
Two members of the Colby community ran for the state legislature. Professor Parker Johnson ran for the Maine Senate from district 15. However,- he was running as a Democrat in a heavily Republican area and was defeated bv his opponent George Chick who got
59 percent of the vote to Johnson 's 41 percent. Earl Smith, associate Dean of Students, ran on the Democratic ticket in Waterville for
the State House of Representatives. Smith, who is president of the
Waterville city council, won easily in this heavily Democratic city
getting more votes then his party running mates Mayor Richard
Carey and Arthur Genest as the Democrats took all three seats.
In Massachusetts, the outcome of the two major races was
never really in doubt. The only question was how large the margin
of victory would be . Senator Edward Kennedy received 62 percent
of the vote over his Republican challenger Josiah Spaulding. This
race was significent because it was Kennedy 's first test at the polls
since his accident on Chappaquidick Island in 1969. Although his
margin if victory was somewhat less than in 1964 when he polled
71.9 percent of the vote, it was large enough to place him in contention for his party 's presidential nomination in 1976. Kennedy
promised voters that he would serve all of his six year term and most
political observers have ruled him out for 1972 nomination anyway .
Incumbent Governor Francis Sargen t, a Republican , was the
onl y member of his party to win in a state-wide contest. His plurality was 230,000 votes (57 percent) and hardly a bright note for his
Democratic opponent Kevin White, the May or of Boston , because
the latter's party outnumber Republicans by more than 2 to 1 in
Massachusetts.
Sargent's victory has proved extremely significant because his
party took a terrible beating in the State Legislature. The Democtats
took three State Senate seats away from the GOP to give themselves
a 30 to 10 advantage and three votes more than the necessary twothirds majority to overturn a veto by Governor Sargent. In the House,
the Democrats gained eight seats running their advantage to a 178
to 62 majority and as in the Senate minority leader , Joh n P ar k er ,
summed up the importance of Sargent's victory saying, "If we hadn 't
won the governor 's race, the Republican Party in this state would
be in the National Historic Museum today ."
In the New Ham pshire wh ere th ere was no Senate race , Governor Walter Peterson was reelected to a second two year term over
his Democratic opponent Roger Crowley and American Party candidate Meldrim Thomson. Although Peterson was a minority winner with only 47 percent of the vote, his victory is considered an
endorsement of the more liberal policies that he has pursued during his first term.
Vermont was one of the two New England states that President
Nixon visited during the campaign and its seems to be one of the
few places in the country where his presence paid off. Nixon cam-

paigned for incumbent Senator Winston Prouty who faced tough
opposition in Democrat Phili p Hoff , former governor. However, th«
turning point in the campaign was considered to be when Vermont
other Republican Senator, George Aiken , endorsed Prouty . This
endorsement combined with a good deal of anti-Hoff sentiment
in the state among conservative Democrats resulted in an easy win
for Prouty .
Republicans also succeeded in gaining a second term for their
incumbent Governor, Deane Davis, who turned back his Democrat
challenger, Lee O'Brian , by taking 57 percent of the vote . Davis
swept with him the entire state Republican ticket.
In Rhode Island Democrat John Pastore was elected to his
fourth term in the Senate easily defeating his Republican opponent
Rev. John McLaughlin , a Roman Catholic priest. Pastore outpolled McLaughlin by more than 2 to 1. The governor 's race is still
undecided and will be determined by the outcome of the count
of some 7,550 absentee ballots. Incumbent Democrat Frank Licht
holds a 2,548-vote edge over Attroney General Herbert Desimone,
his Republican opponent.
Republican Lowell Weicker will take incumbent Senator
Thomas Dodd's place in the Senate for the next six yeairs. Weicker
defeated Democrat Joseph Duffey and Dodd who ran as an indepen
dent in the Connecticut Senate race. Vice-President Agnew campaigned in Connecticut for Weicker and attacked Duffey, a liberal,
calling him a "Marxist revisionist". The label stuck and hurt Duffy
in the campaign . Meanwhile, Weicker constantly pointed out that
Dodd had been censured by the Senate in 1967. Weicker 's tactics
worked as he got 42 percent of the vote to Duffy 's 34 and Dodd 's
24.
Thomas Meskill became Connecticut's first Republican governor in 16 years as he defeated Democrat Emilio Daddario. Meskill
blamed the state 's unemploymen t and financial troubles on the
Democrats and much of his 54 percent of the vote was anti-Democra
tic.
New York saw one of the toughest campaigns in its history and
what must be considered a victory for Nixon in the election of Conservative James Buckley to the Senate. His opponents were incumbent Republican Charles Goodell and Democrat Richard Ottinger. This
campaign was marked by a split in the Republican party that has seriously threatened the future of that party in New York. Republican
Governor Nelson Rockefeller refused to endorse Goodell until the
last day of the campaign. As a liberal and one who had opposed
Nixon on many issues, Goodell had been marked by the administration as a man who should not be returned to the Senate. Nixon sent
Agnew to New York to raise money for Buckley 's campaign . Hurt
by a lack of money and poor organization , Goodell never had a
chance as he got only 25 percent of the vote . Buckley narrowly
defeated Ottinger taking 39 percent of the vote to the latter 's 37
percent.
Governor Rockefeller was returned to office for a fourth term
defeating a former Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg, a Democrat. Rockefeller was forced to go to the right for votes in the har d
hat and ethnic groups. Goldberg, a poor campaigner , didn 't hav e
the money to compete withthe Rockefeller party machine and the
latter won easily ,
In New Jersy, Nixon lost an important Senate seat to incumbent Democrat Harrison Williams who defeated Nelson Gross his
Republican opponent. Nixon campaigned for Gross, a conservative
Republican , but it did little good as Williams won handily.
Pennsylvania was one of ten states where a majority of voters
split their tickets, Incumbent Republican Senator Hugh Scott won
an expected victory over Democrat William Sessler. However , the
Democrats took the governorship as Milton Sharp trounced his Republican opponent Raymond Braderick,
In Delawar e, the Republicans kept their Senate seat as William
Roth took 59 percent of the vote against his opponent Democrat
Jacob Zimmerman.
The defeat of Democratic Senator Joseph Tydings in Maryland
was another unusual instance where intervention by the administration paid off . Both Nixon and Agnew campaigned for the Republican
candidate , Glenn Beall . Ono signigicant factor in Tydings defeat was
the low voter turn-out in the Baltimore area. Only 46 percent of the

registered voters went to the polls and even though Tydings carried
Baltimore by almost 2 to 1his numerical majority wasn't large
enough to. overcome Beall's majorities in other parts of the state.
While the Republicans were gaining a Seriate seat , Democratic
Governor Marvin Mandel easily won reelection oyer his Republican
challenger Stanley ' Blair taking 65 percent of the vote.
Running as an independent Senator 'Harry Byrd , a conservative
hawk, easily defeated his opponents , Republican Ray Garland and
Democrat George Rawlings, in Virginia's Senate race. In West Virginia, incumbent Democrat Robert Byrd ran unopposed.
In Nixon is looking to the South for support in 1972, he found
little encouragement in last weeks election results. Out of seven governors races and four Senate contests the Republicans could salvage
only one of each. In the generally Democratic South (with the exception of Tennessee) this trend does not indicate a move to the left.
On the contrary in this election most Southern Democrats were
forced to appear more conservative than their Republican opponents.
Although voters seemed to vote more on personalities than issues,
"neighborhood schools" was a significant issue and no candidate
won who advocated bussing to desegragate.
The election in Tennessee was the only one in the South that
gave the Republicans anything to cheer about. William Brock defeated
defeated incumbent Senator Albert Gore. Both Nixon and Agnew
campaigned for Brock as Gore, a liberal, was number one on the
White House black list. Winfield Dunn comp leted a Republican
sweep in Tennessee taking 52 percent of the vote to defeat Dem- •
ocrat John Hooker in the race for governor.
In South Caroline Democrat John West won his bid for the
governorship beating his Republican opponent Albert Watson.
Meanwhile, Democrats continued their domination of the governor 's post in Georgia. Jimmy Garter took 59 percent of the vote
to easily defeat Republican Hal Suit.
Nixon made three trips to Florida to campaign for William
Cramer and incumbent Governor Claude Kirk. However, his efforts
were to no avail. Cramer was defeated by Democrat Lawton Chiles
in the Senate race and Kirk lost his bid for reelection to Reubin
Askew, his Democratic opponent.
George Wallace who will probably run as a third party candidate again in 1972 was unopposed in his bid for the governorship of Alabama. In neighboring Mississippi, John Stennis, Chairman
of the Senate Armed Services Committee, was reelected as he went
unopposed.
In Arkansas Democrat Dale Bumpers, a 45-year-old country
lawyer, defeated incumbent Republican Governor Winthrop Rockefeller who was trying for a third term.
Texas elected Democrat Loyld Bensten to the Senate. Bensten, described by Playboy magazine as "a hip-shooting hawk who
doesn 't like blacks, Mexicans, or kids ", defeated liberal Senator
Ralph Yarborough in the primary. George Bush was the Republican
candidate and his defeat was a severe loss for Nixon who had pumped a lot of time and money into Bush's campaign.
Ini the generally Republican Midwest the election produced
some surprises which will force Nixon to sit up and take notice.
The most significant result was the taking of seven gubernatorial
seats by the Democrats while the Republicans just barely held two.
In the Senate races the GOP did about the same taking two out of
nine races.
Ohio was another state where a majority of voters split their
tickets and one of the few places that Republicans could claim a
victory. In the contest for the Senate Robert Taft Jr. defeated his
Democratic opponent Howard Metzenbaum, a liberal millionaire.
H owever , the governorship was taken by Democrat John Gilligan
over his opponent Roger Cloud.
In Indiana incumbent Democratic Senator Vance Hartke
found himself in a close battle with his Republican challenger
Richard Roudebush. Hartke came out on top but his opponent has
called for a recount.
Adlai Stevenson defeated incumbent Republican Senator
;
Ralph Smith in the Illinois Senate race.
Michigan voters split their tickets in reelecting Republican Governor William Milliken and Democratic Senator Philip Hart. Milliken
found himself in a close race with Democrat Sender Levin while Hart
trounced Lenore Romney .
One of the few instances in the election of coattail voting was
believed to have been partly responsible for the Democratic success
in Wisconsin. Incumbent Senator Wilkiem Proxmire buried his Republican opponent taking 71 percent of the vote. Pr oxm ire 's margin
of victory helped carry Democrat Patrick Lucey over his challenger
Jack Olsen.
Oiie time presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey took retiring Senator Eugene McCarth y 's seat in the Minnesota Senate race.
Humphrey 's strong showing helped elect Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Wendell Anderson.
In North Dakota liberal Democrat Quentin Burdick was reelected easily over Republican opponent Tom Kleppe. Incumbent
governor Fran k Farrar was def eated by hi s Dem ocratic ch all en ger
Richard Kneip who took 55 percent of the vote.
Nebraskans split their tickets reelecting Republican Roman
Hruske to the Senate in a close race: and at the same time chosing
Democrat Jamed Exon over incumbent Norbert Tiemann for the
governorship. The Democrats also kept the gubernatorial seat in
Kansas as incumbent Governor Robert Docking took 54 percent
of the vote to defeat Republican Kent Prizzell. In Oklahoma, the
GOP lost another governorship. Incumben t Dewey Bartlett was upset by Democrat David Hall in a very close race.
During the campaign Nixon spent quite a bit of time and money in
tho West. However, like most of his campaigning efforts it proved
fruitless. In the eight Senate races the Republican record was o ne
loss, and in the gubernatorial contests the GOP dropped control

of three state houses.
Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield harHly had to campaign
to win reelection over Republican Harold Wallace in the Montana
Senate race. Wyoming .reelected two incumbents 'in Republican
Governor Stanley Hathaway arid Democratic Senator Gale McGee.
Both won. easily even though Nixon campaigned for McGee's opponent John Wold. The Republicans kept the governorship in Coloradd as incumbent John Love defeated his Democratic Challenger
Mark Hogan.
New Mixico was another state in which Nixon campaigned ..
The administration wanted to unseat incumbent Democratic Senator
Joseph Montoya but it failed . Montoya defeated his opponent Anderson Carter taking 52 percent of the vote. The Democrats also
took the gubernatorial contest with Bruce King edging out the GOP
candidate Pete Dominici.
The only incumbent Republican Senator up for reelection in
the West was Paul Fannin in Arizona. He won easily, defeating his
opponent Sam Grossman. Incumbent Governor Jack Williams, also
a Republican, found himself in a very close race with Democrat
Raul Castro but it appeared he would win reelection.
Frank Moss, a Democratic Senator from Utah , was another
target of the administration Tout he too was reelected. The Republicans lost another gubernatorial race in Nevada where Democrat
D. N. O'Callegan who promised to "represent the forgotten little
guy " was chosen over Lt. Governor Ed Fike. Incumbent Senator
Howard Cannon was swept back into office over Republican challenger William Raggio in Nevada's Senator race.
Idaho elected its first Democratic governor since 1944 as
Cecil Andrus upset incumbent Don Samuelson. The campaign centered around a controversy over mining developments in the state,
which Andrus opposed. In Washington's Senate race, Democratic
Senator Henry Jackson buried his GOP opponent taking 84 percent
of the vote. Oregon reelected incumbent Governor Tom McCall
over Democrat Robert Straub.
Califoimians again demonstrated their tendency to vote for per
sonalities instead of issues electing a conservative and a liberal to
the states two highest offices. Governor Ronald Regan didn 't get
quite the landslide that he expected but he still won easily over
liberal Democrat Jesse Unruh. Nixon campaigned to keep Senator
George Murphy in Washington but again his efforts failed. John
Tunney's somewhat cautious liberal in the Bobby Kennedy image,
defeated the more conservative Murphy.
Even our two newest states offered little consolation to Nixon
In the land of the midnight sun incumbent Governor Keith Miller ,
a Republican, was voted out by Alaskens in favor of Democrat
William Eagen. Hawaii stayed in step with much of the country asmost voters split their tickets and reelected two incumbents. Democrat John Burns won another term in the governorship and Republican Hiram Fong defeated Cecil Heftel in a close Senate race.
In looking at the election results on a nationwide basis several
facts emerge that cannot be overlooked. Most significent is the
Republican loss and Democratic gain at the state level. Dem ocrats
won 13 gubernatorial races in states that now have Republican
governors/ They lost two for a net gain of 11 and a Democratic
majority of at least 27 to 23. In the state legislatures the Democrats won control of both houses in 23 for a gain of three while
the Republicans won control of both in 13 states for a loss of seven.
The significance of these figures is that these new legislatures will
be redrawing many Congressional and legislative districts before
the 1972 elections.
Nixon and Agnew have declared last week's election a victory
because they now have a philosophical majority in the Senate and
they didn 't lose as many House seats as the party in power normally
does in an off year election. Indeed with a number of liberals gone
from the Senate it appears anti-Nixon feeling will moderate to some
extent. However, Nixon and Agnew campaigned hard against many
of those who will be returning to the Senate and the question remains as to how divisive the campaign really has been. Nixon's
other argument on the small number of house seats lost can be
rebutted with the fact that not since 1853 has a party come to the
White House without control of at least one branch of Congress.
Therefore, the reason that the Republicans didn't lose as many
House seats this year was because they didn 't have them to lose.
In genera l, the administration's attempts to influence this
election failed for the most part in terms of time and money spent
No general conservative trend developed as Nixon had hoped. Voters as in the past were influenced by local issues and personalities
and not by national issues. If Nixon proved anything in this election it was that he is a better president than a party leader.
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Trustees Stud y ECHO
' •

The following resolution was passed unanimously by the Colby
College Board of Trustees at the Fall Meeting, October 30, 1970.

' The Board of Trustees of Colby College affirms its support of
the action taken by the President and the Chairman of the Board
with respect to the ECHO and requests the Chairman to appoint a
special study committee of which the Chairman should be a member
ex officio .
" In view of the seriousness of the matter, this committee would
explore all aspects of the relationship of the ECHO to the college, including the implications of disassociation of the college from the
ECHO should this step become necessary, and the processes by which
this step would be accomplished. The committee should take into
account the Guidelines for Student Publications contained in the
1967 Joint Statement of Rights and Freedoms of Students and report its actions and recommendations to the Board or to the Executive Committee at the earliest possible date and not later than the
Winter Meeting of the Board.
" This motion is made in the interests of a free and responsible
press at an institution which has made historic contributions to the
freedo m and responsibility of American journali sm. "

•

sufficient editorial freedom and financial autonomy for the student
publications to maintain their integrity of purpose as vehicles for
free inquiry and fre e expression in an academic community.
"Institutional authorities, in consultation with students and
faculty, have a responsibility to provide written clarification of the
role of the student publications, the standards to be used in their
evaluation, and the limitations on external control of their operation. At the same time, the editorial freedom of student editors and
managers entails corollary responsibilities to be governed by the
canons of responsible journalism, such as the avoidance of libel, indecency, undocumented allegations, attacks on personal integrity,
and the techniques of harassment and innuendo. As safeguards for
the editorial freedom of student publications the following provisions are necessary.
"1. The student press should be free of censorship arid advance
approval of copy, and its editors and managers should be free to develop their own editorial policies and news coverage.
"2. Editors and managers of student publications should be __
protected from arbitrary suspension and removal because of student
faculty, administrative, or public disapproval of editorial, policy or
content. Only fox proper and stated causes should editors and managers be subject to removal and then by orderly and prescribed procedures. The agency responsible for the appointment of editors and
managers should be the agency responsible for their removal.
' "3. All university published and financed student publications
should explicitly state on the editorial page that the - opinions there
expressed are not necessarily those of the college, university, or
student body. "

Acting on the Board's request, Chairman Albert C. Palmer appointed Dwight E. Sargent, a member of the Colby Board , to chair
a special trustee committee "which will explore the relationship of
thccollege to the student newspaper, the ECHO." Sargent, a member of the Colby class of 1939 and the recipient in 1956 of an honorary masters degree from the college, has been curator of the Nieman
Foundation for Journalism at Harvard since 1964. A Nieman Fellow
himself in 1950-51, he served as editorial page editor of the Portland (Maine) Press Herald and the Sunday Telegram before becoming
editorial page editor of the New York Herald Tribune in 1959.
In view of his distinguished background in journalism, the appointment of Sargent by the Board came as no surprise to followers of the present ECHO controversy. Furthermore, in a statement
to the editor of the ECHO, President Strider said that Sargent had
expressed "strong sentiments" at the October 30th Board meeting
when the ECHO matter was discussed. When asked to comment
further on the appointment, the President assured that Sargent
would be "fair and objective. "
Interested in Sargent's conception of the purpose and method of his investigation , the ECHO tried unsuccessfully to reach him
by phone for comment. Regarding the make-up of the committee
a r elease f r om t he Colby N ews Bureau states that: "Additional mem
bers of the committee will be announced. " Several trustees have
been asked to join the committee but their response have not yet
been reveived.
While the statement of the Board of Trustees failed to suggest
any method of investigation for the committee to follow, it did request that the members "take into account the Guidelines for Student Pu bli cati ons conta ined in t h e 196 7 Joint Statement on R igh ts
and Freedoms of Students." The section on student publications
conta ined in that Statement is given below:

Uwiglil R. Sargonl

Stu dent pu bl icati ons an d t h e stu d ent press are a valua bl e aid i n
establishing and maintaining an atmosphere of free and responsible
discussion and of intellectual exploration ,on the campus. They are
a means of bringing student concerns to the attention of the faculty
an d the institutional authorities and of formulating student opinion
on various issues on the campus and in the world at large.
"Whenever possible the student newspaper should be an independent corporation financially and legally separate from the university.
Where financial and legal autonomy is not possible, the institution , as
the publisher of student publications, may have to bear the legal
responsibility for the contents of the publications. In the delegation
of editorial responsibility to students the institution must provide

It is expected that the prime concern of the committee will
be an examination of the financial and legal ties of the paper to the
college. Following' the Board 's req uest, the committee will particularly explore "the implications of disassociation of the college from
the ECHO should this step become necessary."
'
Vice-president Robert Pullen , Secretary of the Corporation has
announced in a letter to the editor-in-chief of the ECHO that the first
meeting of the committee will be, held on Friday , Novem ber 20.
Friday morn in g t h e Trustees ' Special Study committee will confer
with the ECHO editor and one or two members of the editorial
board. In the afternoon at 4:30 , the committee will hold an open *
meeti n g in Dunn Loun ge, Runnals Union . Mr. Pullen writes , "Members of the college community who wish to confer with the com- »..
mittee are asked to come at this time. "

November 6, 1970
Professor Robert Terry and Mr. Robert Gordon
Co-Chairmen
Rights and Rules Committee
Gentlemen:
I have studied the Statement of Guidelines Concerning
Social Regulations under the Princi ple of Dormitory Autonomy
presented to me under cover of your letter of October 31, 1970
from the Rights and Rules Committee, with unanimous approval
following almost two months of hard work by the Committee as
a whole and by its subcommittee set up for this purpose. As the
Statement of Guidelines deals with problems that most directly
and immediately affect the daily lives of students in social situations, I think it was appropriate that the initiative for drafting the statement was taken by the student members of the
Rights and Rules Committee.
The Statement constitutes, I believe, a reasonable development of guidelines under the provisions of the Board of Trustees' resolution of June 5, 1970 relating to dormitory autonomy.
As I said in my letter to the Rights and Rules Committee of
September 22, 1970, a reconciliation of the principles laid
down by the Board , and the working out of practical guidelines for social living at Colby would not be easy. I think the
Rights and Rules Committee's Statement is impressive for its
evidence, of imagination and technical resourcefulness in the
setting up of the basis for a system which wc now all hope will

by Charlie Hogan
The wheels have finally been set into motion , very graduall y
and cautiously, but , at any fate, the momentum is developing.
It's been a long time with little accomplished since the first
chapel occupation and the "Nine Porposals" of the spring of
1969. At that time, students and faculty sought a role in the
decision making processes of college governance. As a result of
the occupation , the Administration wished to insure that the
frustration and thwarted expectations of many of the college
constituents could be diminished and prevent recurring disturbances. Thus the idea of a committee structure participated
in by all constituencies of the college germinated and there was
a commitment by the college to organize a Constitutional Convention (in particular , much of the impetus was engendered by
Trustee Eugene Stuckoff). However, from that time .until recentl y it appeared to many that the commitment of the college
to seek out a more accomodating and realistic structure of college governance would never be realized . The Steering Committee for Con Con met over the summer and Con Con was conven
ed twice during the fall (at the cost of well over $10,000), ye t
from the outset ninny ill feelings prevailed as to the alleged insincerity or irrelevance of the deliberations. Progress was at an
utter standstill during most of last year while the committee
structure was seeking its identity and try ing to institutionalize
the power and legitimacy of college decision-making into it.
Claims of Con Con 's con persisted as the backlog of needed
improvements remained unattended. Also the second chapel
occupation and the take over of ROTC head quarters occurred.
Th e cr edibility of Co n Con was l eft in a v ery com p r omi sed
state with the end of classes last year and the best that the
college could hope was that the committee structure would
get off to u new strong and assertive start in the fall.
Not much change was dcscerniblc this fall in the committee
structure , however, and many began to sense the ultim ate demise of the "good spirit " of Con Con and its objective of providin g c hann el s for "rati o nal di sco urs e". In fa ct, th e maj or
commotion of this fall lias stemmed from two unfortu nate
br eaches
o f th e "good Faith" of Con Con; namel y Dean
Mnvrinn c's judicial handling of the Great Dana Bed Theft and
the over-reaction of the President in seeking disussocialion of
the college with the Echo.
Howev e r , all good stories come to a happy ending, and it
appears that the pendulum of good luck has surely swung our
way. Wc may hav e a successful structure of joint governance
aft er all. Except for the two aberrations just mentioned , many
of th e crucial issues awaiting action have been tackled recently
and th e committ ees ar e affirmin g th eir ri ght t o a c ti on and
power. Thu s, w e hear of th e p re paration s t o im plement dorm
aut onomy imm ediately , of the Conference and Review Board 's
a bility t o swiftl y draw up u compromise on the ROTC question ,
and of proposals on Pass/Fail , m ore equitabl e hou sin g selecti on
processes, and a restru cturin g of th e class o ffic es in an att e mpt
to mak e Ihcm moro relevant.
This is the first week that I don 't reall y mind writin g this
column because I no longer have a feeling of skepticism with
th e. Con Con committee structure. I think we, may he on to
something that is about lo realize its full dimensions,

indeed prove viable.
I understand, too, the dimensions of the burden undertaken
by the Rights and Rules Committee in accepting the responsibility for supervising the dormitory meetings at which the
rules of social living for each dormitory meetings at which the
rules of social living for each dormitory will be worked .out.
As the Board of Trustees indicated in its resolution, we are
relying on the Rights and Rules Committee very heavily in
the overseeing and in the evaluation, along with the Student
Affairs Committee of the Board , of the success of our approach
to dormitory autonomy.
Regarding the possibility of the employment of doorkeepers by the College in certain situations to insure protection
against theft and unwanted visitors, the administrative officers
of the College will be happy to explore ways by which physical
security can be most effectivel y and most reasonably provided.
The social regulations worked out under the terms of the
Board 's vote leave untouched of course, large areas of dormitory operation , particularly those related to the maintenance
of the fabric of the dormitories, and including such matters
as the insurance of sanitation and safety standards, which,
like the area of the protection of the physical security of
persons and private possessions, will largely have to be left
to the administrative office rs of the College to superintend.
May I congratulate you on your good work and express to
you my gratitude. I approve herewith the Statement of Guide
lines Concerning Social Regulations under the Principle of

CONFERENCE AND REVIEW BOARD: As was mentioned
earlier in this column , CRB has moved with dispatch towards
drawing up a suitable compromise to the ROTC issue. CRB was
activated to mediate a solution to the conflicting voles of the
faculty and Stu-G on the question of ROTC's presence on campus. Last week the full confe rence approved in princi ple the
following motions: 1) ROTC shall assume the status of an extra-curricular activity 2) all academic credit shall be withdrawn
from ROTC courses 3) ROTC officers may not have professorial rank 4) ROTC, like any other extra-curricular activity , may
have use of college facilities to conduct its program. These recommendations arc being written up into a formalized statement , which upon final CRB approval , will be forwarded to the
President. The Educational Policy Committee of the Board of
Trustees will receive these recommendations for compromise
as they arc also currentl y considering the status of ROTC on
campus.
The misunderstanding concerning the President 's relationshi p lo the CRB has been cleared by the Executive Committee
of CRB. At an earlier meeting of the Conference this year, some
delegates had expressed their feeling that the President held no
special affiliation to the Conference and thus a formal invitation
has to be extended to the President before he would be permitted lo speak befo re CRB. However, the parliamentarian ,
Professor Hogcndorn , has ruled that , in light of the college's
regulation that the President is an cx-officio member of all college committees, the President may sit in on deliberations of
the CRB . President Stridor had also felt that because the CRB
make all of its recommendations to his office lhat he should be
invited lo attend any session of the Conference (except when
matters specifically pertaining to the review of the President
were being considered). To clear the air of any misunderstanding, the Executive Committee has decided to extend a standing invitation to th e President lo attend CRB meetings except
when matt ers relating lo Presidential review appear on the
agenda.
With det erminati o n o f th e ROTC co m p ro mi se co mp leted ,
the onl y remaining business of the ('RIJ is to imp lement the
p ro cedur es f or dep a rtm ental a nd admini strativ e r evi ew ,
EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTIW: Once a gain UPC is
stru ggling to find an equitable Puss/Kail p lan for th e college. In
strivin g not to lower the standards of the college b y in stituting
a pass/fail option , the co mmitt ee is findin g itself particular l y
hind ered by the uniqu e combination of quality point and credit hour requirements thai the degree demands. The objective of
th e stud y int o Pass/Fail is still generall y ori e nt ed ar ound a fifth
course option or one ilia I docs greatl y alt er th e condition of
our grading structure the way it currentl y operates, Stu-G has
also ent ered into tin ; discussion of Push/ Fail (which has been
running almost st eadily for a y ear and a half) may culminat e
in no changes or proposals because committee members arc
still divided and many ar e ready to forgel the idea as being too
hop el essly com p licated for our present structure. It appears
that maybe the idea of Pass/Fail should be temporarily tabled
so that EPC can embark on lis scheduled re-ovuluullon of the

Dormitory Autonomy of October 27, 1970, and look forward
to your feports on their implementation,
Cordially,
Robert E. L. Strider
President
RELS:mak
cc: Dean Albert A. Mavrinac
Mr. Albert C Palmer, Chm of the Board

entire grading system. Pass/Fail could then he reconsidere d subsequent to this re-evaluation at wheih Mine the commit tec may
find itself in a more favorable situation for instituting a Pass/
Fail option.
Another typical EPC report is that the Committee is continuing in its evaluation of departments. Last week the committee heard from Professor Oeib of the Sociology Department. Everything in his report sounded fine except for the
usual distressing compla int of department chairman over the
lack of faculty in meeting their teaching needs and certainl y
in keeping abreast of the trends and progress in their particular
disciplines. Il would be hel pful if the Financial Priorities Committees had sufficient information and figures so thai they
could scrutinize this common complaint of the paucity of
faculty in ligh t of the entire financial demands of the college.

RI G HTS AND RULES C OMMITTEE : Th e Ri ght s a n d Rul es
Committee has passed in final form the guidelines for the implementation of dorm autonomy. These guidelines are currently being considered b y th e Dean 's Office and then they will be
forwarded to Ihc President for final approval. Little delay is
expected in the President 's ratification of these rather well-defined regulations lo which each dorm will have to adhere, when
assuming contro l under dorm autonomy.
One question related lo dorm autonomy has arisen alread y
and concerns whether Foss and Woodman dorms may meet together and be considered one under the dorm autonomy system
There is support for this type of arrangement because the Center for Coordinated Studies is located in this dual co-ed dorm
comp lex and ha s bee n ac tin g a s a sin g l e un i t in all of th eir
other matters, This proposal will be acted upon by the Rights
and Rul es Committee this week and will p robabl y be forwarded to the President along with the major package for his approval.
R & It will direct its energies now toward s a rc-cvaluution of
th e judicial system. These considerations may preci p itat ed an
entire restructuring of our judicial mechanism, Hopefull y the
commit lee can draw up rapidly its proposals for judicial reform
as there arc severa l other pressing mutters for Ihc committee 's
consid eration (dru g rules , handbook),
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE: Currently before the Admini strative Committee is a proposal to change the fall calendar in terms of vacation time. Many have come to sense the
need for a mid-semester break in the fall (similar lo Easter
break in the Spring) to help relieve some of tho pressure and
monotony as well as provide for n period for catching up and
recuperation for students and faculty. The onl y possibilitie s
that seem feasible now would be to I) break in late October
and delete Thanksgiving vacation or 2) extend 1st semester into Christma s vacation a few days and have a lute October break
ns well ns Thanksgiving break. The former appears to be the
more likely uh Clirislmns vacation begins very close to Christmas day in our present calendar.

The following is a complaint registered by Kendall Didsbury, the Chief Justice of the Student Judiciary, with Professor-Emeritus Alfred Chapmen, the Ombudsman. The name
of the student involved in the case has been removed from
the text of the complaint at the request of both the defendant
and Mr. Didsbury.
To: The Ombudsman, Alfred Chapmen
From: Student Judiciary, Kendall Didsbury, Chief Justice
Concerning: The Jurisdiction of Student Judiciary

THE COMPLAINT :
The Student Judiciary believes that:
1. The right of original jurisdiction in disciplinary matters,
as guaranteed by the Student Government Constitution,
has been usurped by Dean Mavrinac in the handling of
the case of
2. The defendent was denied his right to be provided with
a reasonably clear written statement specifying the nature of the particular misconduct charged.
3. He was denied the right to a hearing before the Student
Judiciary board .
4. Dean Mavrinac broke his promise to give the Student
Judiciary this case.

THE CASE :
About one month ago a maid in Dana Hall spotted a male
student taking a bed from Dana. She stopped him and asked
him whether or not he had permission to take it. The student
answered affirmatively, but the suspicious maid wrote down
the license plate number of the car in which he put the bed.
The maid then reported the incident to Buildings and
Grounds.
Buildings and Grounds, realizing that the student did not
have permission , traced the license plate number , discovered
the student to be
and reported the theft to the Dean's
office. Dean Mavrinac summoned the defendent to his office
and confronted him with the evidence. The defendent confessed that he had indeed taken the bed. Dean Mavrinac said
that his first inclination was to expel the student from college
However, since the defendent was living downtown Dean Mav
rinac chose to order him back into a dormitory . Dean Mavrinac agreed to permit the defendent to stay off campus until December because of the financial loss he would incur if
he returned immediatel y.
On September 29 Dean Mavrinac had a luncheon with
several members of Student Judiciary and stated that he was
handling the case. Ken Didsbury contested his righ t to handle
the case, and the Dean maintained his position. On October 7,
the Student Judiciary met with Dean Mavrinac to question his
usurpation of the rights of the Student Judiciary as defined in
the Student Government Constitution. At this time the Dean
agreed to let the Board have the case.
On O ctob er 12, Ken Didsbury learned fro m Dick Kaynor ,
a member of the ECHO staff , that Dean Mavrina c, in a conversation that morning with Dick , denied giving Judiciary
the case. Ken confronted Dean Mavrinac on the following day
and asked him if he had reneged on his promise. The Dean
admitted that he had done so.

Dean Mavrinac's action clearly demonstrates the breakdown
of trust and mutual respect between the administration and
the Student J udiciary, Although the right of appeal of any decision made by Student Judiciary has been reserved for the
Dean of Students, he chose instead to bypass the Jud icial
System by taking initial action himself. We feel this distrust
of the system is unwarranted and undermines the effectiveness
of the organization.
Moreover, Dean Mavrinac set dangerous precedents for the
handling of future disciplinary matters in which students
could be denied any right of participation. We construe this
as an extension of the Dean 's powers beyond the legal structure of the present constitution.
The Dean 's handling of the case, in fact, signifies a change in
policy. Since the Rights and Rules Committee will begin discussing Judicial reform within the next two weeks, his action
was rash and unnecessary. More importantly, this action indicates his break in faith with the spirit of the Constitutional
Convention of last November. He willfull y and arbitrarily decided to ignore the committee structure as a means for
effective change.
Clearly, Dean Mavrinac's action is a blatant disregard of the
rational process that President Strider espoused. Last spring
in his letter to the parents and alumni , the President expressed
his disappointment with the black's chapel occupation by
implying lhat it was not in keeping with the "rational discourse, orderly procedures, and the usual decision-making
processes of an academic community " which were "preferable
to decision—making under threat or pressure. ' By taking
act ion on this case, the Dean is using pressure to pre-condition
the college community to his desired guidelines for the new
system.
Finally, and most important of all, Dean Mavrinac lied to the
entire Judiciary Board , He promised the Board that it would
hear the case, and since that time, he has reneged on that promise without legitimate justification.
All of these aspects of the incident reflect the distrust and
disrespect that Dean Mavrinac has created in the minds of the
students. This breach of credibility threatens the future peace
of the community.
The Student Judiciary has no higher judicial body to whom
it can appeal and therefore wishes to present the matter before the Ombudsman and asks that he recommend that the
case be turned over to the Judicial Board for a just hearing.

THE JUSTIFICATION :
1. In taking disciplinary action against the defendent without
consulting the Student Judiciary, Dean Mavrinac violated Arti cl e III , Procedure , Sec ti on II of th e Stud ent G over n ment Con
stitution which states:
Except for academic dishonesty and other academic offen^
ses, which cases are the jurisdiction of the faculty Appeals
Board , the Student Judiciary Board shall solely possess
original jurisdication of any incident calling for possible
disciplinary action of any college undergraduatc(s)
By insisting that the dcfendcnl return to campus Dean Mavrin
ac punished him for stealing a bed. While the Dean possesses
the righ t to regulate the living arrangements of students, he

ELECTI ON
INVOLVEMENT

by Martha Smith
Al its first meeting of the year, the Fa culty ap p roved a
plan whereb y students could petition for excused absences in
order lo work on political campaigns two weeks preceding the
November a election (Echo, October 2),
Twelve Colby students took advantage of this opportunity .
Bill Alfond , Field Rei ehard t, Louis (iordon , und joc Walker
worked as youth coordinators as they had don e nil summ er f or
Sen. Mu skie, James tirwin, Sen. Goodell , and Gov. Sargent , respectivel y. The others were involved in busy work campaigning
such as answering phones, stuffin g env elo pes, passing out bump
cr sti ckers , drivin g voters to the po lls,
The four youth coordinators and Scott Smith working for
Kare n Burst cin in Now York slate spent all or most of the two
weeks away from Colby putting in 12-l<l hour days. Mary
Wolff and Martha Smith did no work; one because of three
exnms and the other having decided that the candidate was
not the man for the job,
Only R eiehardt nnd Gordon worked for salaries stressing
the point that they would have worked without pay.
Joe Walker campaigned for Sargent because he "was sick
of hearin g people comp lain about thin gs and doing nothing. "
Alfond work ed for Muskie because he knows "how much
influen ce Muskie has over the State of Maine." Reiehardt
claimed tlurt.Erwin is "one of the few and fur between honest
po liticians " in the slate. Opposition to Governor Curtis was
Elaine Week' s reason. The close race for Maine Governor "

chall enged Karen Mahankc. Louis Gordon had been impressed by Go odell wh en h e work ed in the Senator 's office
last January. Mariana Ochs knew her candidates' campaign
mana ger and she wanted t o break u p th e R ep ubli can m on op o
ly in her district. Only Scott Smith was even slighlly strike
motiv a t ed , us ho had met his candidate Inst spring at Fordhnm
Asked what the most importan t thing the twelve had
learned in th eir cam pai gn work , thoy responded variousl y
ran ging from learning the mechanics of a political campaign
lo Gordon 's r espon se that in "p artisan po litic s, you have to
kiss people's (i.e., party leaders'),..."and that Good ell didn 't
require that. Scott Smith snid that "work creates commup ity
(« message Colby could heed)."
CAUTION ; the following paragraph is editorializing.
Jud ging from the response lo Colby's own "Prin ceton
Plan ," one wonders where the 1400 or so idealistic , rampagin g, jeering, up-rai scd-fistcd political netivisls of lust May
were thi s full. Of co urse , some choose always lo work with
out th e system; some are lazy; perhaps most of us succumbed
to Colby 's work load. Still , if Colby hud adopted the p lan
used nl Brown whereby the school was completely closed
down for the wcok before the election , one wonders if th ere
would have been a greater response or if wc would have Hecn
n muss exodus akin lo the campus desertion during Inst year 's
Con-Con , Tako heart Colby ! According to Time (Nov, 2) you
arc not alone. Even u l Princeton an ostimutcd 930 (out of
4750) worked in campaigns this fall ,

may not do this .in connection 'with a misdemeanor committed by any student. If he does so, then he is taking disciplinary
action.
2. Dean Mavrinac called the defendent into his office but failed to give him a written statement of the charges against him
before taking disciplinary action. According to Article III ,
Rights of the Defendants, Section 1 of the Constitution:
The accused student shall be provided with a reasonably
clear written statement specif ying the nature of the
particular misconduct charged.
3. Due to the fact that Dean Mavrinac stated that the matter
was terminated , and that he would not allow the Student
Judiciary to hear the case, he violated Article III , Rights of
the Defendants, Section I of the Student Government Constitution which states:
All students charged with a misconduct are entitled to a
hearing before the Student Board on non-academic charges
and before the Appeals Board on academic charges.
THE IMPLI CATIONS OF THE DEAN'S ACTIONS:
The Student Government Constitution states in Article III ,
Purpose, Section I that:
The purpose of the Student Judiciary Board and any subjudiciary created under it, is to maintain the students right
to participate effectively with the faculty and the administration in the disciplinary function of the college. This
partici pation is based upon two premises: first, the students sitting in judgement of their fellow students can
give the most understanding hearing of the particular students) involved and can best adjudicate upon the behavior of their peers; and secondly, that studen t partici pation
in discipline further advances student responsibility and
maturity and positively establishes a relationshi p of trust
and mutual respect among all the members of the commun
ity, the students, the faculty, and the administration.

Big Brother
Ste p on a crack and you 'll break your mother's back....But
Mom , what 's wrong with wearing my pinked striped turtleneck
with these orange checkered pants. If I climb that tree will I
•Be able to touch the clouds? How come it gets dark out earlier in the winter than in the summer?
Who wakes the sun
up in the morning?
"A child feels what we can only touch and sees what we but
look at." When was the last time you looked at the world
through the eyes of a kid? Do you remember the days when
torn clothing and a mudd y face were the signs of your profession, not blood shot eyes and hands speckled with ink? Did you
ever think that if you wished hard enough on the first star you
saw each night , all your dreams would come true?
For most of us here at Colby, being a nine year old was
pretty simple. On rainy Saturday afternoons our parents would
take us to the movies or bowling or roller skating. And there
was always a deck of cards hand y, or a game of Monopol y, or
a ping-pong table. May be some of us played with chemistry
sets, or built go-carts, or played wi th paper dolls. In the summer
time we may have gone on famil y picnics or to the camp on
Lake Whatehamacallit. But for many kids in the WaterviJIe
area, these activities which we look so much for granted , arc
luxuri es. Rainy Saturday afternoons are spent in a small , stuffy
apartment watching l.v. In a few families , games arc non-existent. And , often , famil y games are non-existent. And , often ,
famil y activities arc limited to cleaning the house or looking
aft er one another.
There is presently at Colby a group of approximatel y 20
students wh o are att e m p tin g to op en up the worlds of th ese
kids, The project , called Big Brother , Bi g Sist er , was initiated
to extend the social encounters of kids from the Waterville
area who arc culturall y deprived. Cases arc referred to the project by ci ther th e social welfar e d ep artm ent or b y concerned
t eachers ,. and co m e fr o m a v a riety of ba ck grounds.
Stud ent s wh o v olunt eer for the projec t arc giv en com plete
freedom as.to the amount of time they spend with their kids ,
and how Ihcy spend it. The only requirements arc that you be
responsible , dependable , and sin cere. You don 't hav e l o be an
amateur psychologist or sociologist to hel p them , you onl y
have to remember what it wus like to be seven , or nin e, or
thirteen , If you hnvo forgotten n few things , th e kids will be
qui cjc t o remind y ou ,
For n job so simple , the rewards arc great, lt may fulfill your
need lo do something worthwhile. You may become re-acquaint
ed wi l h th e simp leness of life nnd nature . And , you mny become
more alert lo how much these kids need help.
'I here arc at present about 30 cases of little brothers nnd
sisters looking for bigger brothers and sisters, If you enjoy
being around kids and would like to fill Ibis role, please conta ct Drew Dreelnnd al cxt. 364, There will nlso bo n gencraf
discussion meeting for all those already involved in the project and anyone interested In becoming involved on Wednesday
November IB at 7: 30 P.M. in Leonard Lounge,
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; As is reported in this week's issue, Mr. Dwight E.
Sargent has been appointed to head a special trustee committee to explore the relationship of the college to the.
ECHO. Selected mambers of the ECHO staff , editorial,
staff have been invited to meet with the committee
Friday morning, November 20th. In addition , the
committee has scheduled an open meeting in Dunn
Lounge on the same afternoon from 4:30 until 6:00 p.m.
The ECHO edtorial staff would like to encourage all
interested members of the college community to attend
this open meeting to offer suggestions , ideas, and opinions
regarding the present ECHO controversy. It is imperative
that the committee be exposed to the inner college reactions to the paper m order for its members to reach
any. kind of just decision as to the eventual fate of the
ECHO.
In addition to its exploration of "the implications of
institutional disassociation of the college from the ECHO
it is our hope that the members will address themselves to
the objection regarding "taste and tone" in this newspaper
Presumably, (since this objection prompted the President's letter) continued offenses in this area are what
would make institutional disassociation "necessary."
In previous articles , the ECHO has tried to initiate discussion of this issue and has presented a defense of the
editorial policy which determines the content of this
paper . We hope that members of the trustee committee,
as well as other interested members of the Colby community, will see fit to continue discussion of this
pre blem which seems to lie at the heart of the
controversy.
As the committee begins its investigation , the
ECHO editorial board welcomes the opportunity to
discuss with Mr. Sargent and his colleagues the philosophy which governs our editorial decisions. We expect
that a frank exchange of view on both sides can only
lead to a better understanding of individual concerns
and ultimately to a better student newspaper. At this
point, however, we would like to assure the committee
members and the entire Colby community that we are
in basic agreement with the list of journalistic offenses
which appear in the Joint Statement of Student Rights
and Freedoms. The present ECHO editorial staff agrees
that such journalistic abuses as libel , innuendo, fraud ,
innaccurate quotition, and character assault are reprehensible and deserve rebuke. To our mind, such offenses
are the height of indecency and poor taste. In the six
issues we have published , it has been our sincere wish
to avoid such cheap jour nalism and we hope we have
been successful in setting a standard of fairness in campus
news reporting.
The Rights and Rules Committee has finished work
on a set of guidelines for the implementation of dorm
autonomy. Their proposals are based on the general recommendations established by the Board of Trustees at
their June meeting. President Strider has given his approv
al to Rights and Rules guidelines. All parties concerned
deserve commendation for their actions - but it is our
opinion that they have not gone far enough .
As the Board pointed out last June, the term "dorm
autonomy " is a misnomer. They wrote at that time: "the
charter granted to the college by the State of Maine requires that the Corporation (the President and the
Board of Trustees) exercise the ultimate authority over
residence hall life." And in referring to their acceptance
of the general concept of dorm autonomy, they added ,
"Nothing herein should be construed to mean that the
Corporation has abdicated its authority ."
The original struggle over dormitory centered on
the principle that students should have the right to govern
their own living units. Some of the Trustees ' provisions
regarding "dorm autonomy " are expressly designed to
protect the rights of the minority of students. But
other stipulations (such as, "Men 's d ormitor ies are to '
h ouse men , an d wo men 's dormitories women , an d no
"live-in " arran gements f or mem bers of th e opp osit e sex
are permitted.") are less measures to protect the minority student than they are moral judgments made by the
Board of Trustees. Quite clearly the Board has not accepted the principle that people of a community have the
right to live as they choose.
The ECHO does not dispute the provisions designed
to protect t h e interests of students wh o opp ose liberal
living regulations, and we accept the Trustee guidelines
as fair in this regard. We do , h owever , dispute the right
of the Trustees to issue moral assertions under which the
students must live. Such actions run directly counter to
the principles of rational discourse and the sharing of
powers. And such actions cannot help but lead to unnecessary acrimony between the students and the administration.

lett e rs let ters
To The Editor :'
During the last week of October, WMHB Radio
conducted a poll of the campus to hel p determine what
the programming preferences of the Colby audience
migh t be. The following are the results:
It seems that nearly everyone has a radio in his
room this year, 94% to be precise. Of those who do have
access to a radio, 82e/o indicated that they listened to
WMHB on occasion. Evening programming was the
most listened to: 47% of those responding listen during
this time. Late night programming picked up 34c/o of the
Listeners, followed by the morning show at 31%. Least
listened to are the relativel y new afternoon shows, which
only 15% of the listeners checked.
The addition of UPI news to the station's format
brought this response: 92% of those polled indicated
thai WMHB should broadcast the news, and of these
80% favored a five minute summary every hour. On the
controversi al issue of station editorials, 64% th ought
that WMHB should lake editorial positions, 36% said
no. When asked whether Radio Colby should cover
more campus news, 03% said yes, 17% no.
Regarding Ihc possible broadcasting of Colby s
road games in basketball and hockey , 63% of the campus said that at Icust some aWay sports should be aired ,
37% said no.

COLBY

Colby s favorite groups arc as follows, according
to the poll: (1) Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young (2) Simon and Garfunkel (3) James Tay lor (4) The Beatles
(5) The Who (6) Bob Dylan (7) Joni Mitchell (8)
Blood , SVyeat , and Tears (9) Chicago (10) Neil Young
(11) Jethro Tull (12) The Band (13) Peter , Paul, and
Mary (14) Mood y Blues (15) Sly and the Famil y
Stone (16) Rolling Stones (17) Santana (18) Joe
Cocker (19) Donovan (20) The Gratefu l Dead (21)
John Mayall (22) John Sebastian (23) Paul McCartney
(24) Led Zeppelin (25) Thre e Dog Night
As a result of this survey, WMHB will be devoting more time to covering campus news. Newscasts
will continue to be five minute summaries on tlie hour.
A decision on station editorials has yet to be made.
Most of the criticism levelled at WMHB this year
has been fro m those who do not agree with the particular balance we have assigned to different types of
music.
A quick glance at the list of groups Colby students rated as their favorites indicates at the very least
a good deal of diversity in the musical tastes of our
listeners, While we do try, as much as possible , to progra m for the majority, wc feel that a campus station has
a uni que! ability and obliga tion to provide something for
everyone. This is what we have tried lo do so far this
full, and it is a policy which we plan to continue. No
single type of music will exclusively dominate Radio
Colby
Roger Osborn. Station Manairer. WMHB
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letters

to the edi tor

con 't from Pg .e

Mr. Edi tor:
Your issu<! of October 9, 1970 with its four-letter gutter
Language was received. Certainl y all physi cians are familiar
wi th all the old English words and many more which have
not yet appeared in you r paper. 'Tuckin g up camp Kolb y "
on page 5 and ref er e nce t o "Sa turday night fraternity fuck "
on pa ge 3 aro but two examples.
I sup pos e y ou ar e " tellin g it lik e it is" and of cours e call
for " freedom of the press " .
If I hud a son or daugh ter read y to start al Colby next
year, and if 1 believed your October 9th issue reflected the
atti tude of moat Colby students , which I do not , 1 would
refuse to ante up the tuition to Colby for tha t youngster if
he or she could be accepted in another college of comparable
academic rank.
I beli eve Dr. Stridor hud , til least in purl , this unfavorable
ima ge of Colby in mind when he wrote his letter of October
111 to you and thc Edilorinl Board ,
Even tho u gh you plead freedom of the press , you writ e
for es sentiall y a captive readershi p be cause all students arc
bill ed for Kcho subscriptions , most faculty memb e rs I am
sure subscribe , to it , as do many parents of students und
friends of th e college.
If I wan t to read gutter rhetoric I can go down to the local
new sstand and buy it , but 1 hardly expec ted to find it in a col
lege level newspaper.
Tim outs tandin g newspapers of our cities report the news
" us it is" without the embellishment of " four letter words?
Of course Ihey arc in « compctiliv« market and if the reader
d oesn ' t like the style of one paper he can buy another ,
If there wer e another source of news abou t Colby College
uo livillc H I would cancel my subscription effective immediately
Your ra tionalization of (he advisability of abolishing R.O. -

T.C. on campus is int e resting. At a time of intern ational tension, not only in t he Far Eas t , but in t he Middl e Ea st as w ell ,
the Soviet Union , as you know , ha s made univers al military
training compuls ory for all her male cit izen s, and is proceeding with a naval pr ogra m designed to mak e the Russian navy
the paramount power in all the oceans of the world.
In tlie October lf>th issue of the Echo in reply lo Dr.
Stridor on page 2 you affirm that you "strive to be fair " and
"insist u pon the kind of fairness that allows any type of polit ical view a platform among our pa ges." E tc.
Some college publicati ons quote Che Guevara al length.
On O ctober 9th you reprinted "I lo 's Will " fr om the Peking
R eview, I would now expect you to print a brief " position
paper " by lite U.S. (loverninenl about our role in Southeast Asia or possibl y excerpt a tunely arti cle from Human
Even ts or Combat as well as perhaps an article fro m Ramparts
mugu'/.ine.
Yours for a better informed Colby readership ,
Clarence W. Hurwood,M.D.

letter s to the editor
not be welcome without a figleaf.
I urn pleased that my daught er attends a school where th e
students do not allow themselves to be repressed by an au tocrutic administrati on without a .struggle. I am surprised and
disappointed in th e I' raid cnt and some of the faculty.
I am surprised that the Pres ident of a modern college can
play wi th such conviction the role of Mulvolio , Shnekespeare 's
brillian t lampoon of outraged prudery . Someone would give
him yellow stockin gs, and gart e rs , with t he q uotati o n, " Dost
thou think becaus e thou urt virtuous there shall be no more
cukes and ale? "
Sincerely,
Charles j. Shu goury, M.D.
*3>M middl e-aged , middle-class , middl e-intellig ence.
¦¦ f

Let te rs to the Edit or
Oc t ober 27, 1970
Dear Sir:
A resoundin g cheer for your editorial "A Mutter of Tus '.c"
A "Sy m posium " on " obsc e ni t y " seems a worthwhi le sugge stion. You have di splayed n more mature and intelligent attitude than your mentors. The critical remarks from some of
the !WV1* parents was not surprising, but the hard line of Ihc
admini stration came us a hit of u sho cker ,
1 can understand why, for example , there to no course in
human anatomy at Colby, and nude mod els are not allowed
in the art department. No d oubt Michelangelo 's David would

Colby Echo
Colb y Colle ge

,

¦

; '

Dear Sirs :
In your defense , may I point out thai since a sentence contaming "sexual Intercourse " is not obscene , a sent ence with

"fuck " in it cannot possibly be, Obs cenity is a condition of
the mind • and in my opinion , a sick one,
Keep it u p, your muRnzmc is remnrkitbly good for a college
of your she. Don 't ho put off by certain qu eer indlviduuJk
Sincerely,
Burt Davis

^
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by Si Nahra

NOVEMBER 2
A report on th e Trustee's meeting of October 30th began
the November 2nd meeting of Student Government. The Trustee's reaffir m ed Presiden t Strider 's stand pert aining to th e ECHO
and a committee was formed to look into the ECHO and determine future courses of action. President Steve Orlov stated that
th e general tone of t h e Trustee's meeting suggested th at th e con
troversy surrounding the ECHO had cooled and all parties concerned hoped for constructive development to arise out of the
formation of this new Committee.
Swift Tarbell then reported for the Social Life Committee.
He stated that an agreement had been reached whereby Farmington College would contribute $8,000 in funding a joint Winter Weekend concert with us. No contract has been signed as
yet, b ut it is h oped that defin ite plans will be fort h coming
soon.
A series of allocations followed, finishing the major organizational allocations for the year and leaving Stu-G with an
oper ating budget of approximately $12,000.
The Stu-G representatives were then faced with the somewh at co m plicated task of voting on a proposed Student M usic
Associates-Colby Music Associates merger. Both groups h ad
suff ered financially this year due to an overabundance of
classical concerts. The purpose of the merger was not to set
a precedent but merely allow for an interim period whereby
both organiz ations coul d recover from th eir losses and look
to future possibilities.
Th e plan finally endorsed by Stu-G called for four concerts
with subscription rates being $9 for students and $12.50 for
adults. Student Government will subsidize the series with an
allocation of $3,162.50.
In order to end th e practice of subsidizin g th e concert
series by voting mon ey out of n ex t years bu dget, it was decided that this years Stu-G would pay the subsidy for two consecu tive years, this year and next. In order to do this, Treasurer Bob Gord on felt it would b e necessary t o use Studen t
G overnment 's Reserve Fund. This fund has been formed from
su rpluses in previous Student Governments' bu dgets and t otal
in ex cess of $4,000. It was decided that this money could be
used by Mr. Gordon at his discretion and with the approval of
Student Government.
It was a long, complicated , and at times tedious meeting,
bu t now with al locatio n s and co mm it t ee appoint men ts done,
it can be hoped that Stu-G will move on to other issues of
importance to the campus.

faculty

At the November 11 faculty meeting, Dr. Leonard Mayo,
chairman of the Educational Policy Committee , presented lo
the faculty a proposal on Pass/ Fail (wh ich is now known as
Satisfactory / Unsatisfactory) whic h EPC has approved in prin
ciple. The motion read as follows:
The Educational Policy Committee moves that the Faculty
adopt a plan whereby a student who wishes to take courses in
unfamiliar areas may be encourage d to do so without the risk
of a low mark on his record.
1) It is recommended that the designations, satisfactory and
unsatisfactory be used rather than Pass/Fail or Credit/No
Credit.
2) That students be free to elect one or more courses on a
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory basis each semester provided that
they are also registered in the same semester for a minimum
of 12 hours on a letter graded bases. It is recommended further that faculty members shall know what students in their
courses have elected to be graded on a Satusfactory/Unsatisfactory basis that the designations S or U be used by the facul
ty in such cases rather than letter grades and that a U grade
should not be recorded on the student 's record .

Con 't fro m pg . 7
TO: These Persons Who Refused to Donate Money Due to
Colby because of The Colby Echo:
May be you were caught short by the recession and didn'l
have the money that you pledged, or maybe Colby's been after
you for three or four years and you 've been looking for a way
out , so that this "controversy " (and I use the word in a very
wretched , sophomaric sense) over the Echo fell as a boon to
your hopes and you were uble lo renege on your pledge.
I find I have to go to such extremes because I just can't
believe that people were genuinel y offended by it, If you
were genuinel y offended by the nude picture and the use of
of the word "fuck", I would appreciate a le I ler telling me so
and especiall y telling me why you are.
You may find as you write it that you might • just maybe have to re-evaluate yourself, Most people are too scared of
what they may find to do it us they periodically should - we
get a lot of people hiding form themselves in various things •
muss movement of all sorts (as Ij offcr ussertH), drugs, business, P.T.A.s, raising questions of obscenity loosely, writing open
open letters , et c,
I know that even us a person reads this, he may be pulling
his defense mechanisms in motion and is probably using (he
first line of defense - personality attack. "This guy can't be
worth listening to because he's a hippic/commie/pig/fucist/

by Si Nahra
NOVEMBER 9
\<
- v .• . ,
Many issues came up at the November 9th meeting of
Student Government that may interest students at Colby.
Discussion jumped from vacations in October to Winter
Carnival (that "traditional hangover"), to Soccer films; to
a pass-fail system. But I'm not goin g to deal with th ese, instead I'm going to write about something that some Stu-G
representatives don|t th ink we h ave any fee ling for, after .
all, we're students and students aren't interested in Black s
are t h ey ?
Du ring the last meeting, Stu-G's policy in political funding was presented. It was recognized that in the past strictly
political organizations were not funded. This policy was reaffirmed but it was also recognized that situations were not
always clear cut. Many times issues come up that are not
strictly either political or non-political (e.g. the Moratoriums)
Because of such circumstances it was felt that Student Government's policy in these matters should remain flexible. That
is, "the rule should not preclude the immediate reality."
With policy thus defined the question of contributing to
the Kent State Defense Fund arose. This fund was instituted
to h elp in the legal defense of the students indicted by the
Ohio Grand Jury for th e K ent St at e riots last M ay , and colleges have been asked to contribute. It was therefore moved
and passed un animously that a fu nd drive be instituted on
campus. It was then further moved that Stu-G allocate some
money for this fund. Many representatives, however, felt that
due to the nature of this allocation, stu dent opinion sh ould be
solicited. It was therefore moved that Student Government
allocate $500 to the Kent State Defense Fund contingent on
a yes vote from a referendum consisting of at least half of the
student body. This motion received the necessary 2/3s majority and passed 17-6.
The question was then raised as to what should be the
policy of Stu-G regarding the Black Panther Defense Fund.
This new fund , though similar to the former, seemed to evoke
a different reaction from the Stu-G body. Objections were now
raised pointing out that causes such*as these could be continual l y brought before Stu-G, and that having two allocations
referendums on the same day would only hurt both and help
neither. At any rate, it was moved that Student Government
allocate $500 to the Black Panther Defense Fund contingent
on a yea v ote f rom a referendum consisting of at least Viof
the student body. If this sounds somewhat vaguely familiar
it is because this was the exact motion of the Kent State De-

3) It is further recommended that:
C- be established as the cut-off point for a Satisfactory
(or S) grade that an S grade should carry 2 quality points/
hour toward graduation and count toward graduation , distribution , and all-college requirements that it be left to each
department to determine whether such courses should count
toward major requirements.
Dr , Mayo did not expect a vote at that time but asked
for comments on the proposal so Dial EOC could have the
benefit of faculty criticism before drawing up a completed
proposal. The completed proposal will possibly be voted on
at the December faculty meeting. However, many of the
faculty expressed displeasure with the proposal and , at this
time, the very concept of Pass/Fail may be in serious jeopard y.
Prof. Kany from thcAdministrative Committee proposed
that the faculty accept the document of Rights and Freedoms
of Students as guidelines to be followed when applicable.
Prof, Ellison then entere d a substitute motion proposing that the
the faculty "endorse" the Student Bill of Rights. This motion
was accepted and passed.
college prcsident/muoist/etc. ud nnuseum."
But I urge you to at least put this paper that you 're holding
down and think about what you'd say in « letter to me and
why you'd say it!
Other food for thought!
As to why reneging on a pledge isn't justified in this case:
Mr. 'Parry very competently defended his editorial decisions
in the pnsl issues. Meanwhile , Dr. Strider has asked to disaffiliate "Colby " fro m the title to uvoid confusion with the promotional mutoriu! churned out by Eustis. The point is: The
Colby Echo is a student newspaper, written , managed and
edited by students for students. (No students , so far, have
complained about taste , or obscenity in Its puges - all student
letters in this regurd have commended the Echo,) The student
handbook describes it as an " ...independent , uncensored ,
undergraduate newspupor. " (p.72)
The alumni alread y have their own magazine and newsletter
The Echo Is not another Alumni rnugu/ine. However , no one
will complain if some one other than un undergraduate , wants
to rend the Echo - they will hnve to puy lo find our what goes
on these duys ut Colby,
If someone is upset because they think that the picture is
an accurate representation of the times nnd that Colby students
ure thusl y walking around the dormitory tlmsly, I hereby, as un
actual student , offer my personal reassurances that I have never
seen nor heard of any such situation ut Colby,
In any ease, the picture is no reason lo retract your pledge,

fense Fu nd applied to the Black Panther Defense Fund. Howth e motion fell

ever, th e ou tcome was not th e same since

short of the 2/3s majority needed, by a vote of 11-8. A new
motion was then presented to simply organiz e a fu nd raising
drive for the Black Panther Defense Fund. This too was defeated, 2 pro, 7 con, 11 abstentions.
The working of Colby's St ud en t G overnment is of ten
u npredictable but th is latest action is so completely inconsistent th at it's astounding. If you fu nd one of th e
causes, wh y not both ;if you defeat one, why not both?
Stu— G had a policy on political funding for approximately
15 minutes, bu t someh ow it got lost in a morass of racism.
There is talk of bringing both issues up again at a sub.sequent Stu-G meeting. Let's hope that Stu-G in the future
will be able to arrive at a more coherent policy on political
funding which th is time won't be h ampered by discrimin at ion

destruction
by Randall Childs
Although Colby has been spared the political and ideological violence that has seared campuses in metropolitan areas, it
h as h ad it s sh are of mish aps, but fortunately not of major proportions. Last weekend it seemed that there was quite an element seeking escape f rom acad emia by con siderable ind ulgen ce
in the oblivion of the bottle, or, more -often , a can of Nastygansett, Black Plague, or some other kind of brew. Sunday
morning saw a more gener ous endowment of can s and bottl es
on the campus lawns than usual, a few lounges in Dana Hall
torn up somewhat, four lamp posts on the Dana walk vandaliz ed, and the usual assortment of broken windows. There was
a room burned out in Woodman, but all indications point to
a non-deliberate couse, apparently a mishap from an electrical
connection.
B & G Superintendent Ansel Grindall seemed more resigned than infuriated. His primary regret was that it diverted his
crew from "work of a more constructive nature," and added
that until this last weekend vandalism had not been a greater
problem than other years. By Monday most everything had
been repaired.
A talk with Dean Mavrinac proved to be pleasant and amicable, but not particularly enlightening; perhaps this is due to
I the fact that,..as of press-time Tuesday, none of the vandals
had been apprehended. Predictably, the Dean failed to divulge
any guidelines or policy as to how he intended to treat the pro
blem. Disciplinary matters, he claimed , are still being worked
out by the Rights and Rules Committee, and until procedures
are worked out by this body, he is left with an amorphous
body that grew in an 'ad hoc manner' - that is, Student Judiciary. Unfortunatel y, Chief Justice Ken Didsbury could not be
located for comment. The general tenor of the Dean's remark s
indicate that he fully agrees to submit offenses against other
students to Stu-G but that crimes against 'the corporation '
of Colby College are beyond Stu-G'sjurisdiction , and would
be handled by the corporation. Although he refused to offer
any hypothetical cuses, I was left with the distinct impression that vandalism will be regarded as an offence completely
under the corporation's control, thus leaving a student to face
the deans' office which would be both the prosecuting power
and the judge, and without facing a peer group.
Such incidents will probably drop off as final papers and
exams draw near. But regardless of one's state of inebriation ,
some reflexion on a Satruday night before bashing something
(or someone) might well be in order; I hardly think that Dean
Mavrinac will be treating these cases as merely mischievous
revelry.
I assume some altruistic motive such as building up the college
or keeping the old alma mater going, or tax purposes was the
expressed reason for your pledge. Hence, the picture or use
of the word should have no bearing whatsoever on it. To do
so is to be slightly analogous to: "I'm not going to pay my
tuxes , because 1 don't likeMnrthaMitcholl 's comments".
And the whole case does resolve itself into a petty case of
freedom of the press. Whenever a group can app ly economic,
political , or social pressure to forcibly chunge nn editorial ,
policy of a paper, true freedom of the press (some thing for
which one of Colby 's heros Elijah Parish Lovejoy died) has
bc«n abridged. Any group or indlviual who does so or attempts to do so is being profoundly anti-Americun in a true
sense of tlie word.

Sincerely,
Ty Davis
214 Coburn

Dear Bob, sir editor:
No paper! 0 Bob we beg, supplicate, and otherwise entice
you to return to your jo urnalistic bnttlcfront. The recent void
loft in our Krlduy dinnertime lives brought us to tho Intent recognition of ull your noble efforts,
We need you.
0 do not despair of things, Our apathetic faith Is still here,
Please plousc please please please please please please please
the' REP Fan Club

by G ary Lawless
"I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness,
starving hysterical naked."
- Allen Ginsburg, HOWL
To these, all pilgrimages.
It's a beautiful Saturday morning and we're all happy because we 're going to Bah Hahbah (Mecca). Liberal arts pilgrims
about to make their yearly trek back to Nature (I just love the
ocean). Pile in the blankets, guitars, wine, bread and cheese.
Which way to go - the coastal route from Belfast (I really dig
the suspension Bridge at Bucksport , by Fort Knox) or up 95
to Bangor and over. Decide to waste no time with preliminary
ocean views, so we go up 95 and across from Bangor to Ells- .'
worth. All our energy is stored for the first rush of Acadian
mountains and waters. Thinking of sad, lonely ocean.Iines
from A Salty Dog.
"The Indians must have loved it here. Just think, if only
vie could all be Indians again." Overpowered by Nature. Give
in to the mystic mood set by infinite shades of blue and green.
Driving through a country side of mocassin stores and motels,
suddenl y arriving in wilder country, land we haven't completely tamed yet (but give us time).
Downtown Bar Harbor is a disgusting zit on the face of the
island , so I'll dispense with it first. The park and dock are nice,
if you are n't made uneasy by street freaks. The stores downto wn make up a haven for the burned out tourist , in too much
of a daze from driving and straining his eyes fro m scenic viewpoints to realize what he's actually buy ing. You can buy 57
varieties of papers (for your natural high) at the Phadoozi ,
flaunting your status of he-who-is-outside-fhc-law in the face
of the 40 year old .clerks. Go to Dcbbahs and look at all the
strange imports (ask about his excellent under the counter

slides and photos). The sandwich shop is a really good place
if you want to buy your lunch, and the art gallery in one of
the store fronts is free. The best place is the Rock Shop, with
with their incredibly fascinating collection of gems and
minerals.
Driving out and around on the island , you are given a
choice of two destinations: Sand Beach or Mount Cadillac.
The drive up and down Cadillac is great , and the beau ty of the
the area hits you hard , the onl y sore spot being tiic one building on top of Cadillac - the tourist shop with its trash y little
toys. At least we all share a common experience here - everyone must, at one time or another on the way down , think of
losing their brakes. (But all those pink rocks will slow you
down, if they aren 't carried off for doorstops). Sand Beach
is nice, since most of the shore around Maine is rock y (the
best kind to go walking on to be alone in your thoughts and
the fog). There arc actuall y waves breaking on the beach , and
if you can stand the cold temperature of the water you can
have a great time. (To keep a pornogra phic reputation the last time I was there , tlie surf ri pped off the lower half
of a girl's bathing suit -- just picture it in your mind?) The
cliffs on the right hand side of the beach arc great for playing around , and sitting in peaceful , sun warmed solitude.
There arc other places around for the tourists to hit.
Thunderholc is always there (a bummer at low tide).
Anemone Cave continues to confuse the tourist by not serving any function (but what is it?) A place that is reall y nice
is the Sicur Du Mont Springs (perhaps my spcllin is bad but it 's the thought that counts - Happy Birthday). There
are Nature walks here with all the flowers, plants and trees
labeled. The spring itself is nice ( tastes rust y ojd pipes) but
the best part is the strange stone building with a dome on
top which houses a small but reall y interesting Indian Museum
rarel y crowded and very nice. Indians really lived here.
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SALE ! !!
Handmade Fringe Jackets
Reg. $50. - Now $38.
Imported Handmade Dresses
Scarfs - Shawls - Shirts
FRYE Boots - Mens & Womens

The college calendar is being debated in the committee structure. Proposed changes in the calendar mainly
concern a possible vacation in October. A measure of
student opinion would be most desirable, so please
check which of the following plans you favor:

COOL MOOSE
(a round the corner from
LaVerdiere's )

A. Proposed change:
A nine-day vacation from October 22 to
November 1(1971), and a Thanksgiving
recess restricted to a one-day suspension of
classes on Thursday.

Anything in Leather or Silver
made to order
¦

B. Proposed change:
A four-day weekend in late October (FridayMonday), and the usual Thanksgiving recess.
C. Status quo:
A calendar similar to that in force.

BERR Y'S STATI ONERS I
74 MAI N STREET
WATERVILLE
MAINE
On The Concourse and Main Street

B
For more detailed information, please consult the
H explanatory sheets next to the ballot boxes located at
fl the desks in Roberts and Runnals Unions and at the
IB library check-out desk outside the Spa. It would be
Ifl appreciated if your ballot were cast as soon as possible.

SPACE MASS will be presented by Eidoson Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights ( the 20, 21 & 22 of November)
at 9^.00 P.M. Admission will be $1.00.
Space Mass is a multi-media conception done by A Fly
Can 't Bird But a Bird Can Fly, a sometimes theatre group
among other things. The production was conceived by
Connie Demby and directed by Bob Rutman.
Last April, Space Mass opened in New York to rave
reviews. Dave Demby's use of electronic sound, Bob
Freeman's light prejections, and Dan Burnett's films
were all singled out for acclaim. The Mass, though a
short program, was termed "beautiful" and a "unique
experience ".
The Mass follows Eidos' creed of presenting novel
artistic venturess to the culturally poor Colby
Community. In the past, Eides has presented John Cage
r
Don 't Look Back , Carolee
! i n concert, Bob Dylan 's film,
Schnceman of creative dance theatre fame; free outdoor rock concerts by Whiterock , GNP , and Headstone
Circus; Caravan Theatre ; and more recently, ,Con Fullum
in concert, among others.
¦
¦

J

Reminder: Check for Lost & Found articles at the
desk in Roberts Union.

The Student Concert Series is sponsoring a recital
by Jaime and Ruth Laredo on the violin and piano
November20 at 8:00 p.m. in Given Auditorium. The
Laredo's are best known for their careers as soloists.
Jamie Laredo was the youngest ever to win the
world's most prestigious violin competition arid
has appeare d with nearly every major orchestra in
North and South America and Europe. Ruth Laredo
has been hailed as "the peer of any woman pianist in
the world".

I

November 15 - Adel Heinrich will present an illustrated
lecture on Medieval and Renaissance Art with musical
manuscript transcriptions at 4:00 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel.
November 16 - Franklin Hutchinson of the mole cular biophysics and molecular bio-chemistry department at Yale will lecture on "How X-rays Kill Living
Cells" at 8:00 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
November 18 & 19 - John P G ilbert, Staff Statistician at H arvard Comput in g Cent er, will be giving two
lectures: Nov. 18 at 4:00 p.m. in 105 Keyes and Nov.
19 at 8:00 p.m. in Dunn Lounge. Mr. Gilbert received
his B.S. from St John's College in Anna p olis, Md. arid
his M.S. and Ph.D. in Mathematical Statistics from
University of Chicago . From 1957-65 he was statistical
consultant at the Center of Advanced Stud y in the
Behavorial Sciences in Stanford , Calif. He has been
with the Harvard Staff since 1965„

This week at Bowdoin:
November 13, 14, 15 - The Masque and Gown will
present Shakespeare's Jul ius Caesar at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater. Admission is $1.50. For reservations telephone 725-8731 cxt, 375
Nov. 15 - ROTC presents Capt. Gary B. Roberts
'68 speaking on his experiences in Vietnam at 7:30
p,m. in Wcntworlh Hall.

The Cha pla in 's Office is receiving applications for
th e Uni on Se minary Conferences for next year, Conference dates arc: Women , Feb. 12-14; Men , March

Nov. 16 - The Afro-American Society is sponsoring a Iecutre by Dr. C Eric Lincoln of Union Theological
Ssminary on "Tho, Role of the Black Church iml.be
Bla ck R evolution " at 7:30 p.m. in Pickard Theater.

When you know
it's for keeps
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Anyon e interested in writing any type of article for the
Echo contact the Kcho office, ext. 240, or Bob Parry.
T.V. Schedule:
N ov. 13 - "The Gifts", an excellent half-hour film
concerning our enviornment, will be followed b y an
interview with Secretary of the Interior, Walter
Hickcl , from 9:00-10:00 p.m. l'BS(wcbb ).

Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name,Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

N ov.14- Langslon Hughes special, with Ossic Davis
and Ruby Dee reading his poetry, from 7:30 -8:00 p.m.
No, 10 PBS Color (network).
Nov. 15 ¦
"Santa Barbara -- Every body 's Mistak e"

REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

I HOW TO PLAN Y OUR ENGAGEMENT AN D WEDDING j

milkin g new discoveries of how the mind works and
what its powers are, fro m 9:00 -11:00 p.m. No , 6
NET - Color ( pbs).

I

Nov, 17 - "Humid" starring Richard Chambcrlin from
9:00 - ll:00,p.m. Hallmark Hall of Fame NBC

I Please send new 20 page booklet , "Planning Your Engagement and Weddin g " I
¦
• end full color folder , both for only 25c, Also , tell me how fo obtain the beautiful
F-70 I
I 44 page Bride 's Keepsake Book at half price.
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Nov. 17 - "Grand eur and Obedience ", Sir Konnclh
Clark vi sits Baroque Rome, an age of severity • the
,
Co
I Cath olic Restora tion - with Michelangelo , Titian , llubens
anil Bernini , from 0:30 - 9:30 p.m, No. 7 NET ¦
color
p
I
*'
(pl)H) "Advertisin g (Jives Your Mouth Sox Appeal"
explores the social and e conomi c implications of
RINGS , BOX 90 , JY R A C U S E , N. _ 13201
J advertising, fro m 9:30 • 10:00 p.m, No. 2 WOBILcolor
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Nov. 16 - "Th« Mind of Man " is an excursion to

„

12-14. The conferences are concerned with theological
education and the Christian ministry.
Those attending arc guests of the Seminary for the
week-end and there is no cost other than a $2.00 registration fee , and trcasportation.
Copies of last year's conference programs may beseen in Chaplain's Office , Lovujoy 307.
The Conferences arc popular, and th e number of
applicants invited is limited. Those interested should
place their names on the.list as soon as possible,

FW .S8

Hid leadin g mind resear ch clini cs, where doctors are

Rlnoi from $ 100 lo $ 10,000, T>M Roo. A, H, Pond Company

,

^^

examines the off-shorts oil leak near Santa Barbara , and
the o il controv ersy ther e, from 8:30 - 9:00 p.m. No. 6
NliT-Color(pb8). "Prot est and Communication ", Sir
Kenneth Clark spans the Gorman Reformation and
Elizabethan England , lookin g at th e dev elo p ment of
this writt en word and self-examination typified by
Eratimu s, Montai gne and Shakespeare.
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Next summer, the Washington Post will conduct its
annual summer intern program. The program is designed
for students who will have completed at least three
years of college and who are interested in making a
career in newspaper journalism. Interest in journalism,
writing ability, and a desire to learn are primary qualifications.
Interns will perform regular reporting assignments
and will receive the same salary as beginning reporters:
$156 for a 37'/z hour week. Students interested in the
program should send a letter of application, a brief resume, and the names of three references to Robert E.
L. Baker, Assistant to the Editor, The Washington Post
1515 L. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 by
December 1, 1970.
Opportunities for jobs in Europe requiring no previous experience or foreign language are available
through the Student Overseas Services of Luxembourg,
Europe (SOS). SOS screens and places every student
applicant in a job according to an application by mail.
Types if jobs include resort work, hotel and restaurant
work, farm work, camp counseling, office work and
governess and teaching positions. Interested students
may obtain job application forms, job listings and des
descriptions, and further information by sending thenname, address and $1 to SOS - Student Overseas
Services, P.O. Box 221 Brookline, Mass. Job applications should be filed early since jobs are issued on
a first come, first served basis.
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Anyone interested in urban planning, race relations,
and the general future of the city will find playing tlie
Ghetto Game an intriguing experience. Each player takes
the role of a member of one of the urban ghettos rich, middle class, lower class, or poor - and proceeds
to move and make decisions according to his station.
The game takes 5-6 hours to play, including briefing on the rules of the game, the game itself, and a review of the way the game progresses.
The game is available anytime, but it must be lead
by someone who has played before (30-40) people on
campus have played the game already and are qualified)
There will be a game set up this weekend, probably Friday evening(13th) Anyone interested in being in that
game or interested in playing in the future, please call
or see:
Dee Kelsey 181 Mary Low Annex Ext. 518
A film festival aimed at aiding the novice filmmaker
has been organized by the International Experimental
Film Society. The newly formed group will present its
first annual film festival and competition at Canisius
College in Buffalo, New York, February 11 th rough 13
The festival's three categories of competition are: Dram
atic, Documentary and Free Form. First prize in each
category is $100.00. The best-of-festival fil m award is
$250.00: Deadline for the entries is December 21, and
for film arrivaf, J anuary 4. For entry blanks or more
information, contact the International Experimental
Film Festival, Canisius College, 2001 Main Street,
Buffalo, New York 14208.

GREYHOUND
Special Student Buses
from Runnals Union
Fri. Nov. 20 - 2'00 p.m.
Tues. Nov. 24- 5:00 p.m.
Wed. Nov. 25 - 1:00 a.m.
Reservations necessary - closing day before departure
Boston and New York and return
Call 872-5000 for details
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H. D. LEE HIS 'N HER
BIB OVERALLS

A Varsity Show competition, sponsored by Broadcast Music Inc., will give awards to the undergraduate
composer and lyrist of the best musical or revue presented during the 1970-1971 academic year, as a recognized include $500 to the composers) of the best
music, $500 to the authors) of the best lyrics, and
$500 to the organization which sponsore d the winning
show. The contest closes June 30, 1971. For further
informatio n write to: Allen Becker, Director, Theatre
Dept., Broadcast music, Inc., 589 Fifth Ave., New Y ork
N.Y. 10017.

Delta Paperbacks
are Where It's At
The Making of an Un-American
Paul Cow an

This brutally honest and deeply personal
political autobiography traces the author's
disaffection with American liberalism and
his evolution toward radicalism. "The
white man 's SOUL ON ICE , written , like
the, black version , from the strength of a
man who lives the myths of his culture
and then exposes them by exposing; himself." -The Washington Monthly
Delta paperback $2.65

Report Fro m Iro n Mountain

Introduction by Leonard C. Lowln
This shocking expose-a hitherto topsecret report of a government commission
that was requested to explore tho consequences of lasting peace on American society-is one of tho most controversial
books published in the last decade, The
explosive content of the report , as well as
the story of how it was spirited out of confidential files, make this one of the most
important books of the century.
Delta paperback $1.95

The New Indians

Stan Stolnor
Tho first full-scale ropox-t of the gathering
Red Power movement, a revolt by America's oldest and most neglected minority
group, Complete with documents, charts,
a tribal map, and photographs.
Doha paperback $2,45

Notes on the Cultural Life
of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam
Potor Wolss

In a study as severe and vehement as his
renowned plays (Marat/Sado and Tho Investigation), Peter Weiss shows how
totally the intellectual and cultural life of
North Vietnam is interwoven with Its
political struggle. Based on first-hand experiences, conversa tio ns, and extensive
historical information.
Delta paperback $2,25

Soul On Ice

EldridRO Cleavor
More than 1,000,000 copies in print. A
totally frank autobiography, by the former
Black Pan ther Minister of Information,
that makes a devastating dissection of a
society in the throes of agonizing reappraisal and momentous change.
Delta paperback $1.95; Dell paperback QStf
¦t

Conversation With
Eldridge Cleaver - Algiers

Loo Loclc wood
The text of an interview made in the
summer of 19G9 in Algiers where Cleaver
continued his self-exile from America
after leaving Cuba, One of America's most
militant black loaders, he discusses his
disturbing opinions and his philosophy of
revolution.
Dolta paperback $1.95

Die, Nigger , Diel
H, Rap Br o wn

The former president of SNCC and leading
dialectician of black power ideology describes his development into an avowed
revolutionary and his transition from
Nogro America to Black America,
Dial Press paperback $1,95

Black Political Power

Chu ok Sto n o
An activist and past editor of throe influential Negro newspapers, Chuck Stone examines tho past, present and future of
Blacks in American politics, and analyzes
tho nature of the political process, par; ticularly in terms of ethnic minority
groups,
Delta paperback $2,<15

DELTA BOOKS-ot your bookstore
^
^t Dell Publishing Co., Inc.
\750 Third Avenue,New York , N.Y. 10017
•

They're the latest... the greatest ..
. because they're
from the people who Invented overalls. H. D. Lee.
Every teen In town will be wearing them. Genuine work
overalls in men's sizes. Cut and tray them to any length
you want. We will have a pinking shears available so
that you may create your own "fashion".

6.95

Wa ist Sizes: 30 . 38
Lengths: 30 and 32
JjX

HOLE IN THE WALL — LOWER LEVEL

$G)w Open Friday Eve. 'Til 9(00 P.M.
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With the last of the current season
coming to a close, the soccer team is
looking for a comeback after dropping
a game to Bates and tying M.l.T. last
week. The Mules could bring their
record back to a respectable level, but
only with a strong showings in their
last three outings.
In the first of the games played
last week, Colby hosted the Bobcats
from Bates and were soundly beaten
3-0. Although the Mules' defense
held up quite well, the hooters could
not muster up an offense Bates scored earlv and sat on their lead for the
remainder of the game.
Last Saturday, Colby again was
the host team, this lime to M.l.T.
While the Mutes did not lose, they
did play a full game and two five
minute overtimes of frustrating ball,
only to settle for a 1-1 tic. Sophomore Andy Dennison got the Mules rolling with a strong hard shot from in
close for a score. Later, Peterson of
M.l.T. tallied to tic the game and end

all scoring for the day. The Mules had
several fine scoring opportunities but
could never collect for the tie-breaking goal. Colby's defense looked good,
with much of the action taking place
out of the Colby defensive zone. Also, there was an increase in the number of freshmen competing; at one
point in the contest , Coach Scholz had
6 freshman play ing, hinting at the fine
prospects available for duty in future seasons.
With their record now standing
at 2-6-2, the Mules are hard pressed
for a comeback. Their chances for a
big finish to their season , however,
are slim. They take on a tough
Bates club tomorrow and have already played at Bowdoin this past
Wednesday . Next week, the makeup
game with Bowdoin (to be made up
from Homecoming) will be played
at Loebs Field. The Mules will need
a strong, late season surge to finish
this year with a respectable record.

I^BflB-l

NEW RECORD
Sophomore flankerback Dave Lane
completed his second season as a Colby
Mule last Saturday by breaking two
Colby records and tying one more. The
season marked the most impressive individual effort in Colby football history. Saturday Lane caught two touchdown passes, one good for 87 yards,
the other covering 57 yards, giving him
a season total of eight touchdowns,
tying a record set in 1960 by Bruce
Kingdon and again in 1969 by quarterback Brian Cone.
Lane set a new Cotby record by
scoring 66 points this season, accounted
for by his eight touchdowns, fifteen
extra points, and one field goal. The
old record of 56 points was held jointly by Kingdon (1960) and Lane himself last year. Finally, Lane broke the
Colby record for Touchdown receptions, taking in seven touchdown passes over the season. This broke Steve
Freyer's old record of six set in 1967.
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by Paul McCurren
Following an impressive 41-0 victory over Maine Maritime Acadmey
two weeks ago, the Colby Mules ended their 1970 football campaign on a
winning note last Saturday, beating
Bates in a tough battle at Lewiston,
14-7. The statistics showed Bates
on top in nearly every catagory, but
the scoreboard is what counts, and
the Mules had it there.
It was all Bates In the first period
as they drove well and repeatedly drop
ped quarterback Brian Cone for big
losses. They opened the scoring, going from their won 40 yard line down
to the Colby four and finally put it
over, taking 4 plays to do it. After
getting a penalty on first down, it
went to third and twelve from the
Colby 12. On the money play, quarterback Bill Connolly faked a draw .
and hit Roscoe Lee on a screen pass.
The kick was good and the Bobcats
led, 7-0. Twice more in the opening
period Bates threatened , but both
times were foiled by fumbles. Freshman Bob Theberge, who played well
all day , recovered both of those first
quarter fumbles.
After forcing a Bates punt early
in the second period, the Mules got a
on the scoreboard , via a spectacular
87-yard pass play from Cone to flanker Dave Lane. Lane caught the perfectly-thrown spiral on his own 45
and streaked away from the defenders for the big one. He then converted, setting a new Colby scoring record for a single season. The Mules
should have scored at least once more
that period, as they had a first and
goal from the Bates 10 yard line. But
a tough Bobcat rush tripped Cone
on three consecuitve plays to make it
fourth and 31. Lane then attempted
a three-pointer, but failed. The half
ended in a 7-7 deadlock.
Defense was the key for the Mules
in a scoreless third period , as Andy
Campbell, Mike Miniutti and Wally
Edmunds stopped the ground game
while the Roon spearheaded a tight
pass defense. Linebacker Donny
Borman also had a good game, but
the offense couldn 't do much. '

KIC KS

MUL E
KI CKS

Early last week, it was announced by the Athletic
Department that three new sports have been granted varsity status at Colby beginning this year. Lacrosse, squash
and swimming, all of which have been club sports for the
past several years, will be full varsity sports for, their coming seasons, a move that brings Colby up to date athletically with other comparative schools in New England.
Lacrosse began at Colby in the spring if 1965 when
a group of interested students began the Colby Lacrosse
Club. With equipment borrowed from the Hinkley School
and some funds allotted by President Strider, the club
played its first season that year and has expanded on it
ever since. The club has been run exclusively by students
in its history and has spawned several top rate players. In
the past several years, the Lacrosse Club has been so able
to compete on an intercollegiate level that the move to
varsity status is most logical and quite a bit overdue. As
has been the case in the past three seasons, Jack Scholz,
soccer and swimming coach, will coach the team. Captains for this season will be Dana Baldwin, Dave Tea and
Bill Holland.
With the advent of the all new Phys-Ed. Complex in
the Pall of 1967 Squash came to Colby and became an
instant favorite to both students and faculty. The new
courts, which are the best in this area, opened up a whole
new area of physical education as intramural competition for girls, boys, faculty and townspeople, man y who
had never even heard of the sport before . The team will
play a number of intercollegiate games with state rival
Bowdoin and a number of other schools in the Boston
area. In addition , the team might even venture to Montreal for an out of the country match late in the season.
Swimming, like squash , became of interest at

Colby with the construction of the new pool m the
phys-ed complex. That sport has been on the club level
for the last two years with a schedule of several meets
in the course of their season. Being granted varsity status
might give a new emphasis on the sport here at Colby
and spawn a more serious interest since there will now be
full intercollegiate competition. Coach for the swimming
team will be Jack Scholz, a standout swimmer himself
when he was at Springfield. Dave Freeman will captain
the team in its first full season.
Colby cannot help but benefit from these three new
additions to the list of varsity sports. Most colleges that
compete with Colby have already had lacrosse swimming
and squash teams for the past few years as do most all of
the teams in the new intercollegiate league of which Colby
is a member. Any interested students who would like to
try out for these teams ought to contact the team captains
in the near future. Both lacrosse and , squash are sports
that can be picked up easily, even with no previous experience. A freshman starting any one of these sports now
could develop to full potential within his four years at
Colby.
The only channel to be crossed before these clubs
are full varsity sports is re-affirmation of the faculty 's decisibn to let freshmen play on varsity sports. That measure,
voted on a few weeks ago, will be revoted on this Monday,
since some faculty members were not sure of what they
were voting on. Hopefully, this decision will be upheld
since these new varsity sports, lacrosse, squash and swimming, bring Colby to a par with comparable schools
throughout New England and those in our newly formed
intercollegiate athletic league.

M ULE
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Early in the final chapter , the
Blue defense again came through, getting the ball on downs at the Colby
41 yard line, after holding on a fourth
down and two to go. One play later,
the Bobcats: fate was sealed, as the
familiar combination of Cone and
Lane produced a 59-yard pass play
for the final score. Lane's good kick
made it 14-7 and brought his final
scoring total to'66, as compared to
the old mark of 56. which he had
shared with Bruce Kingdon. For the
remainder of the game, the defense
held time after time, as Campbell and
Edmunds continued their brutal hitting, while Bear Stewart chipped in
with a fumble recovery.
With the win over Bates, the Big
Blue made their record 3 wins and
5 losses, a rather disappointing season
for coach Dick McGee. The Mules
lost some tough games, especially the
first two, to St. Lawrence arid and
Coast Guard. They were plagued with
offensive line troubles all year, while
their strong point was an exceptional
defense. The team will be hurt in
places by graduation, but the younger players gained aJot of experience
this season, and should fill in well.
Look for Colby to surprise many
people in 1971.

PAQUIN : A

BVY
DUDE

Lew Paquin ran his best race of
the year Friday, at Franklin Park in
Bostonj as he chased Bill Speck of
Providence College across the finish
line to place second in the Easterns.
It was easily the most exciting meet
for Colby yet this year , with Lew
coming from behind to challenge
Speck over the last mile of the
course in a sprint for the finish. After
four miles of tough competition ,
Lew covered the last mile in 4:34 to
finish in 24:32, only 4 seconds behind Speck, who is one of the finest
New England harriers this year.
This race was especiall y important
for Lew as a primer for the J.C. 4 A's
on New York City on November 16.
It was also a grud ge race against Neil
Miner of Bates, who dealt Lew his
first loss in the Maine championships
three days before. Sick with an intestinal virus, Lew ran a very poor race
t o f i n ish 2nd , behind Miner by 17
seconds in 23:59. All in all , Ihc Maine
championshi p meet.was not much of
a recommendation for Pcplo-Bismol,
as both Paquin and Bob llickcy, also
sick, ran poorly in spile of a lasl minute dash for the Pcpto-Bismol tablets.
Ilickey finished 9th to edge out froshman Pet er Prim e, 10th , Wi lli both
times at 24:58. Prime was the only
Mul e who did well , however, with
Colby struggling in , tnkin 15th , Liming 19th, Ma cOuarric 23rd , Bergslon
and Clay 25th, Bate s won easil y, 22-55,
55'to become Maine stale Chumps.
Friday was u different story, however. Even th ough Bates finished aJicad of Colb y in the Easterns standings, the race proved lo be u disaster
for Miner. H e finished 11 |h, 47 seconds behind Puquin. Although Miner
is the MSA A champion there is no arguing the. fuel thul Lew Puquin is Ihc
best oolle giiito cross-country runner
in Muinc.
Lew led Ilio Colby team to 7th
place in n fi eld of 14 sch ools, a respcctable finish for Colby in a meet
like the Easterns, Bob lliekoy was
bu ck lo his usuul fine form us he finished 26th , with teummuto Paul Liming also running well to take 33rd in
the large field, Brian MncQiiurrie and
Pot or Prime finished the scoring for
Coihy, hiking 41 si iiniUQUi, respectiv ely, Dave Hcrgstrom and Dill Clay
rounded ou l the Colby Iciirn.
Next Monday tho Mules trav el to
Boston itgnin lo compute hi the New
Knglutul« with u full squad , and Con oli
Schul lcn hopes lo send us many of
Ihc totwwiH lie can lo tlw ,). (), 4AV in
New York City tho following Monday
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by Jeff Paul and Bill Goldstein
As the above title clearly indicates, my concern here is
another British group - Humble Pie, to be exact. As with many
groups these days, there is a bit of history to this group. The
prime mover of the group is a small screamin' gent, Steve Marriott. He used to be the lead singer and guitarist for the Small
Faces of "Itchykoo Park " fame. A fter many top 40 and commercial hits on the English charts, Marriott split from the group
leaving the other three "faces" in limbo until their merging with
Rod Stewart and Ron Wood about a year ago. Marriott proceeded to form his new group and they cut one mediocre LP on the
now defunct Immediate label. A curious happening is the fact
that they recorded a super LP on Immediate which never got
past the Acetate Stage. Consequently, the album was pressed
only in England , but never found in the U.S. stores ("Town
and Country " immediate).
But now to the business or music at hand. Humble Pie,
after quite a tour in tlie U.S., has released their first album on
A & M Records. The group boasts four very versatile performers
Greg Ridley - bass, Jerry Shirley - drums, Peter Frampton guitar and keyboards, and Steve Marriott - guitar, keyboards
and lead vocals. In concert all four play the drums and on this
LP, all four play guitar and sing. Rather than having one lead
and one rhythm guitarist, Steve Marriott and Pete Frampton
each play lead while trading guitar licks and building on tlie
other's patterns, much like Johnny Winter and Rick Derringer
do in his new LP (Johnny Winter and...." Columbia).
There are several very striking things about this album.
After spending 15 or 20 minutes gazing at the graphic front
cover and the enchanting back side, let's get into the music. The
LP begins with a long "Live With Me" (not the Stone 's song)
that grows and grows with great organ and guitar work, with
Marriott singing feverishly throughout. Next is a country tune
on the legal hazards of the "Evil Weed" , featuring fine steel
guitar. Then into a "heavy " number with a lot of funk - "One
Eyed Trouser - Snake Rumba ". Side one concludes with probably Humble Pie 's best work to date , "Earth and Water Song",
on which Marriott and Frampton sound like a hundred other
British vocalists (Anderson , Winwood , etc.), but all that matters is that it is Humble Pic. "That Side" or Side two, begins
with a Willie Doxon tunc "I'm Read y " and it moves belaboringly to its finale. Another folky C & W song follows, "Theme
I' rom Skint - Sec You Later Liquidator , and it s a happy
th ing. O.K., "Red Light Mama , Red Hot!" is an incredibl y
ludicrous song with a heat that threatens lo blow you out of
the room. It features the best electric guitar on the album with
Marriotl and Frampton jamming at son's end. If you find it hard
hard to relate to such a song, it is very much akinto a song,
Glory River did at Colb y, "Lovely Ladies of the Evening. " same top ic, same heavy beat. The boys wra p it up with a beautiful ball ad , "Sucking on Ihc Sweet Wine ".
This album is at least as good as the initial reviews th at
Mumble Pie got when it first formed , In fact , it is much better
than all thai crap put down b y the immediate company. The
onl y thing standing in the way of Humble Pie. and acknowledgment is a common disease of today 's music business - so many
groups being lost in the shuffle , (Poco) while some reall y boring groups are getting all the ink and the money.
If you 're not afraid to hear good music b y a good group
without a lot of bad hype , (hen seek out
Humble Pie A & M . AMLS 986.

REVIEW !

cactus

by Pete Runnels
Cactus is made up of four people. Tim Bogert, bass;
Carmine Appice, drums; Rusty Day, vocals and harp; and Jim
McCarth, guitar.
'
Simply , this is one of the best hard-rock albums put out
in 1970. Every member of the group is an excellent musician
and all come off really well on this album.
In case you didn 't know, Bogert and Appice used to
be with the Vanilla Fud ge. However, Cactus shouldn 't be compared with the Fudge, because Cactus is a totall y different
kind of group. The band is a blend of blues and rock, but with
more rock overtones than a mostl y blues group like Ten Years
After.
The two other members of Cactus, Day and McCarty,
have worked with other well known bands. McCarty has played with the Buddy Miles Express and the Detroit Wheels. Day
has also played with the Detroit Wheels and was on the Amboy
Dukes Migration album.
The first cut on the album is an old Mose Allison song
called "Parchmen Farm." Then a song written by the group,
(as all but tv/o are) called "My Lad y From South of Detroit"
slows things down for 4:20. "Bro. Bill" follows, a down home
country blues number. The next song, "You Can't Jud ge a
Book By the Cover." is the. onl y other tune not written by
the group. It 's a song by the famous (or at least he should be)
blues man Willie Dixon.
Side two opens with an up-tempo number called "Let
Me Swim." That and "Parchmen Farm" are the two most commercial songs on the album. Probabl y single material "No Need
to Worry " is a slow blues thing., which is followed b y "Olco",
a song with a fine bass solo. The last song in the album , entitled "Feel So Good", is where Carmine gets his licks in. His
drum solo makes many others on recent albums pale by comparison, (such as Moby Dick on Led Zeppelin 11.)'
Considering this is their firs t album , it is quite an
achievement. It shows no signs of uncertainty as a lot of firs t
albums do.
These eight songs are probabl y only a sample of what
Cactus can do so let 's hope that they decide to make a second
album.
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muddy waters

by David Kraft
The Saturday night before last the Muddy Waters ' Blues
Band and a group called J. Ceils played in concert at Bates
College in Lewiston , Maine. Those music-hungry Colbyites
who went down got their money 's worth; the rest of you have
onl y this article (lo treasure). Where were you , any how?
Of course, if you 've never been to Bates' Alumni gym,
it doesn 't exactl y rush up and put its arms around you crying
out mama. We made a mistaken stop at the Lewiston High
School , almost winding up at the "Key Club Halloween Dance "
Reall y. (It only cost 25c- may be we should have stayed.)
J, Ceils played the first set. They 're a good blues-rock
group with a driving beat, but the way they looked! The
Mothers of Invention meet the Born to Raise Hell Gang, or
whatever the greasers in your local lown call themselves. Lead
singer had while suede shoes, a black body suit , junkie shades,
a Zappa goalee and a generous supply of grease. J . Ceils, the
lead guitarist , had a pompadour, blue suede shoes, and ...
you fill in tlie rest. They all had suede shoes. And how. They
showed less originality in their songs, iinf orlunalel y. Their
biggie was "I Won 't Do My Homework Anymore ". Elo quent
spokesmen lor a generation says the Rolling Stone headline ,
Sure thing. Anyway, the music was bit too harsh for me.
Mudd y wafers was (lie show. His backup men played a
couple of numbers without him , disp lay ing admirable proficiency. But the spark was missing until Mudd y hobbled on he still uses a crutch from last years automobile accident.
Muddy started wilh "Ain 't thai n Pity " and the spark was slil
still missing, Muddy was subdued and the whole band looked
like so many zombies. But by the lime they gol lo "Long
Distance Telep h on e Call" the audience was roaring and Muddy was pulling it on , smiling broadl y and pe rformin g in hi s
own .somewhat modest sty le. He finished the set wi th Iwo
takes of "Gol My Mojo Workiti ' ".
A s Muddy left the stage to thunderous app lause it seemed lik el y (hut h e wouldn 't come buck. But we sat through
another set of J. (Jells to make sure, enjoy ing J , Ceils desp ite
our unlicipalion. I wus told J. Ceils and Mudd y 's band huve
been louring together. Hmmmimn.
Mudd y 's m erry m en cam e o ut u gain and pluyed quit e
u few numbers. No Mudd y. \iu i yes! lo and behold , tli o world's
numb er one blues singer - Bobby Sherman. Hr, ah , no. Mudd y
something. He finished up in strong style with such favorites
us "Forty Days and Forty Ni g hts " plus nn electrified field holler. This added some variety, f or Mudd y is basically a eilysli ckcr bluesman. Chicago, to be precise, th ough In: wus horn
in Mississippi, lie finihsed onec aguin wilh "(lot My Mojo , '
W orkin ', the audience singing along in response sty le. Th e
' ¦«
perfect finale ,
A few words should he said for Mudd y 's helpers, In
additi on Wiilem' slrong gutsy vocals and very good guitar, the.
group is excellent, Thoy have two other guitars , a buss, liurmonicu , drum s nnd electric , piano, The pianist , Pine l op, nnd the
l e nd guitari st , Sammy, were pal -lieiilurl y good, Only the hurp1st , Gurry, fulls below the level of the group. I wus disappointed
in his work on " Forty Days nnd Forty Nights", as I wus incut- ;j
ally comparin g him with Bloomfield on "Fu lliers und Sons". > "
(Allium highl y recommended,)
»,
But I sh o uldn 't e nd thi s p iece with u hilch , So I
The.
concert
was
great.
won't,
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Farmin gton, Waterville , Lost Valley and
Carrabasqgtt Valley
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FOR THE NEWCOMER TO SKIING
THE FISCH ER-MARKER , FUN PACKED ,
VALUE LOADED SKI PACKAGE .
Fischer Alpine Deluxe Ski Marke r Telemat Heel Bindings Marke r Simplex Standard
Toe Binding Telepole Adjustable Ski Pole Leather Safety Strap Engraving, Installation , and
Release Checking Total Value

$35.00
21.95

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE

$65.00

Ladies ' Boots Alone 40.00
Men s Boots Alone 70.00

14.95
13.95
2.50
5.50
$93.85
plus tax

W-Package 30.00
W-Package 50.00

AQUARIUS EAST
19 kinds of fine imported
TEA
"If you can't drink it,
smoke it"
.'!,

Wha t's new at the Boodstorc
1. T-Shirts
2. Records and stereo tapes
3. Jackets
4. Posters and studio art pictures
BOOKS:
Expanded Cinema —Youngblood
Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit - A. Davis
A Vision -W.B. Yeats

MAURICE'S
MARKET
GROCERIES - COLD CUTS
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Italian, Dagwood , Meatball
Sandwiches, Pizza, Steamed
Hot Dogs, Doer & Ale to take oat

40 Elm Street
Waterville , Maine
Tel. 872-6481

Lalim e's
Waterville Dru g
D

op_N 24 hours
f
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CollvgvJ Avenue

Ronald

&&MrtiSter
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^ Main Street
Wate rville , Ma ine
Phone 873-0523
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F. Laiirae, RJPh.

ENJOY THE BEST IN LOBSTE R
iN

room
buRTOcozy dining
.OR
TAKE OUT . . . .

Main e's Best Lobster Pound
aiNce tQBO

PROP,, DON RANCOUBT

COLLEGE AVE
WATERVILLE, MAINE

T_ L , 67 2-6718

PflRflS PIZZA HOUSE ¦ ¦ i JlL
''New England *s Most
Fabulous PIZZA!
'

WATERVILLE, ME.

872-2400

Table or Take-Out
Service

Watch tor next week's Bale
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